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Abstract
Block-based coders rely on motion-compensated block prediction with intra refresh to limit
the distortion from channel losses over unreliable channels. We present an algorithm to select
the coding mode for each macroblock to minimize the expected mean-square-error (MSE)
between the original and decoded frame after concealment for a given rate constraint. The
concealment method and the channel loss rate are known at the encoder. Video transmitted
over a packet-switched network such as the Internet is one application discussed for robust
video coding. For a given rate constraint, there is a tradeoff between compression efficiency
and robustness to loss. The optimal mode selection is compared to several simpler schemes
suggested in the literature. We present simulation results that show equivalent average
PSNR can be achieved with the optimal algorithm at loss rates that are at least eight to ten
percent higher than when the best ad hoc methods for robust coding are used.
The novelty of this approach is the inclusion of a simple yet relevant channel model
and the concealment method to make the optimal mode selection at the encoder. We present
results for one specific temporal concealment method. However, the algorithm can easily be
extended to other general concealment methods. By looking to minimize the total expected
MSE after concealment, the optimal bit allocation is determined as a function of loss rate.
As the probability of error goes to zero, the results from our algorithm converge to that of
the most efficient mode selection algorithm which results in the highest frame quality at no
loss. The computation involved in our method is large. However, it can be used to evaluate
the performance of practical ad hoc methods. It is sufficient to find a suboptimal method
with performance near to the minimum MSE solution.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The use of digital video coding is prevalent in many applications available today. The bit rate
of uncompressed digital video is often too high for efficient storage or transmission. Therefore,
compression of the video signal is required to reduce the coded bit rate. Moreover, lossy
compression methods must often be utilized which will result in distortion in the decoded
video sequence. In addition, since there is typically a large amount of temporal redundancy in
video sequences, the use of prediction can also be effective in achieving compression. A video
component can often be predicted well from a related decoded element that was previously
encoded in the bit stream. For example, a region to be coded in the current frame can be
predicted from the same scene information located in the previous decoded frame. When
this occurs, only the difference between the original signal and the prediction must be coded.
When a good prediction is used this difference will be small and will usually require fewer
bits to code when compared to coding the region without prediction. Therefore, more bits
can now be devoted to code the region with lower distortion for a given bit rate constraint.
For a block-based coder, the chosen coding mode will designate whether or not a block
region is to be coded with prediction. Optimal coding mode selection can produce a decoded
video signal with highest fidelity, since it will lead to the most efficient bit allocation. The
problem of optimal coding parameter selection for block-based video coders has been well
studied in the literature[1, 2, 3, 4]. Traditionally, this problem has been addressed without
much consideration of channel loss or errors. There are, however, many harsh transmission
environments which are susceptible to unintended data loss. Since the use of prediction
creates a dependency between the prediction region and the coded prediction error, it would
be very detrimental to apply the same coding strategies developed for reliable channels when
coding for this environment. This will result in too much predictive coding. Error persistence
will occur, since the assumptions made at the encoder about what is available at the decoder
are not always true due to channel loss. More robust coding methods are required for lossy
environments.
- 19 -
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frame t frame t+1
Figure 1.1: Block-based video coding.
When channel loss has been considered in the literature, mainly ad hoc approaches
have been proposed to limit the possibility of error propagation. This thesis develops a
methodology to select coding modes for block-based coders to achieve optimal operational
rate-distortion performance over a lossy channel. A simple yet relevant model for loss is
considered, and mode selection is performed to minimize the mean-square-error after con-
cealment for a given bit rate constraint. We restrict ourselves to causal optimization per-
formed at each frame. This is appropriate for real-time applications. In this introduction, we
will briefly describe the coding problem for block-based coders. In addition, we will present
an example which requires robust coding methods as well as outline techniques designed to
address this issue. Some of these methods will be further explored later in this thesis. We
will end with an outline of the thesis.
1.1 Review on Robust Block-Based Coding
Block-based coders are used in several current video coding standards. With these coders,
each video frame is divided into non-overlapping block regions as shown in Fig. 1.1. The ad-
vantage of doing this is twofold. The first is to effectively exploit the spatial correlation that
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1.1 Review on Robust Block-Based Coding
exists in many video frames for more compression. Neighboring pixels tend to be similar in
color and intensity and can be compressed more effectively when coded together. However,
the extent and shape of each correlated region within each image frame is unknown a priori.
Good compression performance can be safely achieved by first limiting the size of the region
over which correlation is assumed. In addition, there are many efficient spatial transforma-
tions that have been developed for simple rectangular regions which can be used to compress
correlated pixels into a smaller number of transform coefficients. These coefficients are not
kept at full precision, but are quantized for more compression. This part of compression is
lossy and will result in some distortion in the decoded video frame.
The second advantage to block-based coding is that it allows for adaptability, and each
block can be coded in the most efficient manner according to the particular coding standard
options. For example, typical video sequences contain some of the same scene information in
several consecutive video frames. This can be seen by the stationary background visible in
both frames in Fig. 1.1. These regions should be coded using prediction from the matching
block-shaped region in the previous decoded frame. When the best prediction region comes
from a shifted position in the previous frame, a motion vector for this displacement is coded
along with the block. Since the block-shaped region does not directly correspond to individ-
ual objects and some distortion is produced from compression in the previous decoded frame,
the prediction is often not perfect. Thus, a difference is taken between the prediction region
and the original block resulting in a residual error to be coded. On the other hand, there
are some regions in the current frame which are not predicted well from the previous frame.
This is true for regions that are uncovered in this frame or for regions with non-translational
motion such as rotations or zoom. These blocks should be coded in intra mode without using
prediction. Because of the overhead involved in transmitting coding mode and motion vector
information for each block, it is not efficient to perform mode selection on as small a block
as is used for spatial compression. Thus, a 2x2 square of neighboring blocks are grouped
together to form a macroblock for mode selection. A single coding mode and motion vector
if necessary are assigned to the four block regions in the macroblock.
The number of bits needed to code a macroblock is determined by both the coding
mode selected for the macroblock and the quantization step-sizes used for the spatial trans-
form coefficients of the blocks inside the macroblock. Exactly how to choose these coding
parameters is not determined by any of the coding standards. Instead, they only specify the
range of valid parameter values and how they should be encoded in the bit stream for proper
- 21 -
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decoder operation. The coding parameters for the macroblocks should be chosen to result
in the most efficient coding scheme that meets all of the constraints. Bits are usually not
allocated on a macroblock by macroblock basis. In this thesis, we assume some bit budget
is allocated across each frame. There is a trade-off between the coding rate and the result-
ing distortion in the decoded video sequence. For rate-distortion optimization, the video
sequence should be coded at the lowest distortion that meets the rate constraint. This is
a difficult problem to solve completely because of the dependencies that exist between the
quantization step-sizes, coding modes, and resulting bit-rates for macroblocks. In past work,
simpler problems have been investigated [1, 2, 3, 4].
There is additional correlation between the coding parameters for neighboring mac-
roblocks that can be exploited for more compression. In this case, it is more efficient to
use the parameter from the previous coded macroblock in raster scan order as a prediction
for the current macroblock parameter and only code the difference between the two. This
is very useful when coding the motion vectors for neighboring macroblocks coded in inter
mode which belong to the same moving object.
When there is a bit budget, the use of prediction in coding will result in more efficient
coding. This will allow for more bits to be used to code each frame at higher quality reducing
compression distortion. However, when loss occurs the use of temporal prediction produces
persistent errors that may even spread throughout the following decoded frames. An example
is shown in Fig. 1.2 where a region in frame t - 1 that will be used as a prediction for a
macroblock in frame t is lost and replaced by a gray block. We designate these two regions
by a surrounding bold borderline in each frame. Using prediction here will also cause an
error to occur in frame t even when none of the coded blocks for that frame are lost. For
this example, this region is only used to predict the macroblock at the same spatial location
in frame t. In general, overlapping prediction regions may exist and other macroblocks may
use parts of this same lost region for prediction. In this case, this error in frame t - 1 will
spread to these other macroblock locations increasing the size of the error region. On the
other hand, the other lost macroblock in frame t - 1 is not used for prediction and that same
area is intra coded in the following frame. Therefore, this error from loss is short-lived. It
is clear that a tradeoff exists between compression and robustness to errors. Methods which
allow for redundancy-therefore, less efficiency-may have to be used to ensure robust video
coding. In what follows, we briefly describe an example of an unreliable channel as well as
give a brief overview of robust methods that have been attempted in the literature.
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Figure 1.2: Bold square region in frame t - 1 is used to predict bold square region in frame t.
Since prediction region is lost, error propagation occurs in frame t even though none of the
macroblocks transmitted for frame t are lost.
One example for the need of robust coding occurs when real-time video is transmitted
over a shared resource without adequate quality of service (QOS) guarantees. This is com-
mon, for example, in the case of transmission over the Internet or in Asynchronous transfer
mode (ATM) networks. Packet loss on congested networks is a major problem for real-time
or near-real-time applications. The user is usually forced to send at a very low bit-rate in
order not to exceed the available bandwidth. It is safer to have all information loss occur at
the source coder where the user can control what is lost with compression. With network
transmission, optimal coding methods now have to consider minimizing the distortion from
packet loss along with the distortion from source coding. The coding rate is increased to
allow the decoder to recover from packet loss and to effectively conceal errors. However, any
realistic variable bit rate transmission environment will impose some rate constraint on the
video encoder [5].
A common approach to error correction in networks is Automatic Repeat reQuest
(ARQ). With ARQ, packets that are lost are retransmitted to the receiver. Depending on
the exact protocol implemented in the network, lost packets are signaled to the transmitter
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either by lack of an acknowledgment packet from the receiver or the reception of a negative
acknowledgment packet which is only sent when a missing packet sequence number is detected
at the receiver. ARQ is currently used on the Internet for error correction for the normal
delay insensitive transmitted data. For data with real-time requirements, ARQ can suffer
from excessive delay and is limited by the round trip transmission time between the sender
and receiver in the network. In addition, ARQ can play havoc in multicast situations where
one sender is transmitting to several users across different connections with different losses.
The resulting increase in network usage from negative acknowledgment packets will only
make the congestion problem worse and increase the loss rate.
Forward Error Correction (FEC) is another method used in unreliable transmission
environments for error control. With FEC, redundant information is sent to allow for the
recovery of a limited amount of lost data without having to retransmit data. Because of
the burst of consecutive bits that is lost with each lost packet, it is difficult to design error
correction codes that can recover lost data, and interleaving must often be used to allow
for recovery in even modest loss scenarios. However, the biggest argument against FEC
is that the goal of FEC is too rigid, since video unlike normal data can tolerate loss and
concealment methods can be very effective at the receiver. The lost bits do not have to be
recovered precisely.
There are many error concealment methods for video which have been proposed in
the literature [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. These methods typically involve spatial or temporal interpo-
lation. Robust encoding practices along with reasonable error concealment can be sufficient
in reducing the undesirable effects from packet loss and produce adequate video quality. A
significant detriment to concealment is the temporal prediction used in inter-frame coding
with block-based coders. Both the elimination of redundancy along with the increased de-
pendency among coded macroblocks makes lost macroblocks more difficult to conceal and
the video sequence more susceptible to loss. The use of temporal prediction in video coding
should be limited to make the video more robust in the network.
To reduce error propagation and improve error concealment at the receiver, one very
conservative encoding strategy would be to restrict every macroblock to intra-frame encoding.
The benefits of this are twofold. First, at a high enough frame rate, any loss error that
occurs will at best be short-lived. Second, the effective error rate is reduced since the error
propagation associated with predictive coding is eliminated. However, there is a drawback to
only using intra-frame encoding when there is a bit rate constraint. There is a bit allocation
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problem, and the increase in robustness to loss with only intra-frame encoding comes at the
expense of degradation in either frame quality with an increase in quantization step-size or
motion rendition with a decrease in frame rate.
A better robust method uses block-based conditional replenishment to regain some
of the efficiency of temporal prediction when there is not too much motion in the scene [12].
With conditional replenishment, the sum of absolute difference between the macroblocks in
the current and previous frame at the same spatial location is computed and compared with
a threshold T. If this difference is below the threshold T, the macroblock is not transmitted
and is replaced at the decoder with the macroblock in the previous frame at the same spatial
location. Otherwise, the macroblock is intra coded and transmitted. This is advantageous
for scenes with stationary background, since not all of the macroblocks have to be sent. This
will free up more bits which hopefully will prevent excessive degradation in frame quality
and motion rendition. Overall, even with conditional replenishment, intra-mode encoding
alone is still much less efficient than using predictive encoding.
A final method used to encode video with a block-based encoder allows for temporal
prediction with inter-frame encoding for more efficiency. However, for robustness to loss, a
threshold U is set to force a minimum periodic intra-coded macroblock update rate at each
macroblock spatial location in the frame[13]. The threshold is set ad hoc and based on the
observed or known loss characteristics of the channel.
These coding strategies provide for robustness to loss. However, how often a mac-
roblock at each spatial location in a frame should be forced to be intra coded as a function
of the loss characteristics given for the network is still an open issue. This thesis addresses
that issue and presents an algorithm for mode selection which is optimal in the mean-square-
error sense for random macroblock loss. This will determine how to allocate bits between
macroblock intra-mode encoding for robustness to loss and smaller quantization step-sizes
for better picture quality to achieve the best overall video quality at the receiver after loss
and concealment. For tractability, we re-formulate the problem for the quantization step-size
selections over a frame. This new formulation is still general and will allow as a special case
for consistent frame quality to be set for all macroblocks in a frame when no loss occurs.
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1.2 Thesis Outline
In Chapter 2, we discuss the application of coding video with a block-based coder to be
transported over the current Internet in real-time. We begin with a description of the
general source coding algorithm for block-based video coders. This algorithm has many
coding parameters that are not set by the coding standards. They are free for the user to
choose and determine the rate-distortion performance of the video coding algorithm. We
present an algorithm for optimal coding performance when the potential for loss is not
considered. Next, we describe how the Internet works and how it can be used to transport
real-time video. We end by discussing some of the problems of coding video with the current
Internet standard.
In Chapter 3, we continue using the network as an example of an unreliable channel
and give some background on current methods used and proposed to increase the robustness
of video transport in this environment. This includes improvements in network protocols,
methods to deal with loss at the receiver, and simple robust encoding algorithms. We will
discuss the remaining drawbacks to these techniques and suggest how possible improvements
can be made.
In Chapter 4, we formulate an analytical problem for robust video coding and present
an algorithm to find the optimal solution in the mean-square-error sense. We show simulation
results when loss is applied to sequences coded with our proposed algorithm and compare it
to previous mentioned algorithms for identical loss rates. We show that using our proposed
algorithm will result in smaller error after concealment.
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Real-time Video Over the Internet
The Internet is a packet-switched network that provides a good example of an unreliable
channel. In this chapter, we describe a system for coding and transmitting real-time video
over the Internet. Video that is coded and transmitted over packet-switched networks is
often referred to as packet video in the literature. When packet-switched networks are used
for real-time applications such as video conferencing, one has to deal with the effects of
channel errors in the form of lost packets. Packet losses are mainly due to the fact that the
network is a shared resource with limited bandwidth. In addition, real-time video has strict
timing requirements. As a result, there are several problems in coding and transmitting
packet video using the current Internet protocols.
We begin in the next section by describing the essential parts of the block-based source
coding algorithm used in many current video coding standards. There are several coding
parameters that must be chosen that determine the performance of this coding algorithm.
To help setup the algorithm presented in chapter 4 for robust video coding, we will present
an algorithm to select efficient coding parameters without consideration of the potential for
channel errors. We will also show a near-optimal solution to this problem which requires
much less computation. Following that section, we talk about packet-switched networks and
explain how the Internet works. We next discuss how real-time video is currently transmitted
over the Internet, and end this chapter with a summary of the key problems that need to be
addressed.
2.1 Block-Based Video Source Coding
Many current video coding standards are made up of block-based video coders. This includes
for example the Moving Picture Expert Group coders MPEG-1 [14] and MPEG-2 [15] and
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the International Telecommunication Union-Telecommunication ITU - T recommendations
H.261 [16] and H.263 [17] . In what follows, we describe the features of block-based coders
that are relevant to this thesis and common to all of the aforementioned coding standards.
2.1.1 Overview
The ultimate goal of video coders is to reduce the bit rate required to represent the original
video sequence with minimal distortion. Compression is accomplished both by discarding
perceptually irrelevant information and exploiting the high degree of correlation that exists
in video sequences. For example, the high spatial frequency information in a single frame
can not be perceived by the eye. This information does not need to be coded. In addition,
there are both temporal correlation from the same scene information that is captured over
several successive frames as well as spatial correlation that exists within each image frame.
Ideally, a compression algorithm would de-correlate a video sequence and only transmit the
non-redundant information.
The greatest amount of redundancy is typically along the temporal dimension in video
sequences. Consequently, this provides the largest potential for bit rate reduction. A region
to be coded in the current frame can be predicted from information in the previous decoded
frame which has already been transmitted to the receiver. A copy of this decoded frame
is stored at the encoder for this purpose. Each frame in a video sequence to be coded is
partitioned into M non-overlapping macroblocks. The size of a macroblock is 16 x 16 pixels
for typical block based coding standards. Motion compensation and temporal differential
pulse coded modulation (DPCM) can be performed between the current macroblock to be
coded and a decoded region in the previous frame. This produces a prediction error block
with smaller variance than the original macroblock which will result in higher compression.
An example of this process is shown in Fig. 2.1. This is known as inter frame coding mode.
A dependency is created between the decoded region used for prediction and the prediction
error that is transmitted. Both are needed to reconstruct the current macroblock.
The best prediction for a macroblock may come from a shifted location in the previous
frame due to object motion. Thus, motion compensation is performed for each macroblock
before taking the difference. The associated motion vector and macroblock residual signal
are grouped together to form the coded macroblock transmitted to the receiver. Macroblocks
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frame t-1 rm
Figure 2.1: Motion compensated prediction.
are the smallest individual coding units in a frame. However, there is still some residual re-
dundancy between the coded macroblocks which should be eliminated for more compression.
For example, the motion vectors of neighboring macroblocks are correlated since they typ-
ically belong to the same moving object. Motion vectors are differentially encoded as the
macroblocks are coded in raster scan order. This creates dependency between neighboring
macroblocks. The macroblocks are further grouped into regions which break this dependency
called group of blocks GOB (or slices in the MPEG terminology). Differential coding is not
permitted across the GOB boundaries. This creates larger independent coding units and is
part of the layered structures used for most block-based video coding algorithms.
A good prediction region may not always be found for every macroblock in a frame.
A poor prediction might result for uncovered regions occluded in the previous frame. An
extreme example of this is when there is a complete scene change. Another reason for poor
prediction occurs when the true motion is not approximated well by translational motion
within the image frame. It is more efficient to code the macroblocks in these scenarios
without prediction. This is known as intra frame coding mode since it does not reference
any information in other frames. The standards do not specify how to make the coding
mode choices for all macroblocks. The group of picture (GOP) structure in the MPEG
coding algorithms will specify complete frames that are forced to be intra coded. These
frames are known as I- frames and are periodically dispersed throughout the sequence. The
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Figure 2.2: Arrangement of blocks in macroblock.
frames in between I- frames are free to use prediction to code macroblocks and are known
as P- frames. The ITU-T recommendations H.261 and H.263 do not specify intra coded
frames, and all frames after the first coded frame are essentially P- frames.
Spatial de-correlation is accomplished using an orthogonal spatial transformation.
This transform is applied to the original signal or the residual signal depending on whether
the macroblock is coded in intra or inter mode. The extent of correlation in a frame is
unknown, so the transform is applied over a small block region. Each macroblock consist
of smaller blocks of luminance and chrominance components usually 8 x 8 in size. The
information in both chrominance channels has lower bandwidth, and can be down-sampled
by two in each direction. This results in half as many chrominance blocks as luminance
blocks for a total of six blocks per macroblock. Figure 2.2 shows the arrangement of the
blocks within a macroblock. The 8 x 8 Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)[18] is applied to
these smaller blocks for energy compaction. This process transforms the 64 pixels in the
input block into 64 coefficients with less correlation. Each coefficient is related to a single
spatial frequency in the macroblock. There is a single DC coefficient for zero frequency
and 63 AC coefficients for higher frequencies. For correlated inputs, most of the energy is
now concentrated in the low frequency coefficients. The most significant energy is in the
DC coefficient of intra coded macroblocks. With full precision arithmetic this process is
completely reversible by applying the inverse DCT transform (DCT 1 ). These coefficients
are then quantized (Q) and entropy encoded using variable length codewords (VLC) for
more compression.
Quantization is a lossy process that usually produces distortion in the reconstructed
image frame at the decoder. More compression can be achieved by not keeping the trans-
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.3: Quantization of DCT coefficients (a) without dead zone (rounding) (b) with
dead zone (truncating).
form coefficients at full precision. Each coefficient is uniformly quantized to a particular
reconstruction level. Except for the DC coefficient of intra-coded macroblocks, the spac-
ing of the reconstruction levels for the remaining frequency coefficients is affected by the
value of the quantization parameter. H.261 and H.263 use a single quantization step-size
equal to twice the value of the macroblock quantization parameter for all of these frequency
coefficients. Whereas, the MPEG coders allow each of these frequency coefficients to be
quantized differently by scaling a quantization table with different values for each frequency
by the quantization parameter. In this manner, larger step-sizes can be used to quantize
higher frequencies which have less perceptual relevance.
Quantization is done by dividing the DCT coefficient by the appropriate quantization
step-size and either rounding or truncating the result. For the MPEG coders, rounding is
used for intra coded block coefficients, and truncation is used for inter coded block coeffi-
cients. For the ITU- T recommendations, the DC coefficient for the intra coded block is
rounded. The remaining coefficients are truncated. Truncating produces a dead zone around
zero. This will potentially set many irrelevant coefficients to zero which can usually be coded
with a lower bit rate. The difference between the two methods for quantization is shown
graphically in Fig. 2.3. As the DCT coefficients are scanned in zigzag order from lowest to
highest spatial frequencies as shown in Fig. 2.4, it is typical to find a non-zero coefficient
followed by a run of zeros. As a result, run-length-coding provides an efficient intermediate
representation before entropy coding is performed. In contrast to coefficient quantization,
entropy encoding is lossless and completely reversible at the decoder. Variable length code-
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Figure 2.4: Zigzag coding order of DCT coefficients.
words are used to approach the entropy of the signal to be coded. Here, the goal is to assign
shorter length codewords to more probable events. Each coding standard defines the set of
codebooks that will be used.
The complete diagram of the block-based coding algorithm is shown in Fig. 2.5. To
implement this algorithm, the macroblock coding modes and the quantization step-sizes must
be chosen. Some coding standards offer additional modes which are slight variations of the
two basic modes discussed above and are particular to the specific coding standard. In this
thesis, we do not consider these additional modes since they are not generally applicable.
However, the principles developed in this thesis could be extended to cover additional modes.
For many practical video coding situations, a bit rate constraint is also placed on the final
coded bit-stream. Therefore, efficient selection of these coding parameters is important. In
the next subsection, we describe a method to select these parameters for efficient coding
when there is no potential for loss.
2.1.2 Selecting Efficient Coding Parameters
We consider a video sequence which is captured and coded with a block-based coder. Each
frame in the sequence is partitioned into M macroblocks. Let Xtj denote the original mac-
roblock to be source coded in the tt' frame at spatial location j, and X = {Xty V t, j}.
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Figure 2.5: Block diagram of block-based source coder.
Let Ytj denote the result of decoding the compressed macroblock Xt. at the source, and
Y = {Yty V t, j}. A rate constraint Rc is given, and the coding parameters for each mac-
roblock must be chosen for optimal rate-distortion performance. The parameters for each
macroblock Xtj are
qtj the quantization parameter
lt] the coding mode
Vt 3  the motion vector for inter mode coded macroblocks
The quantization parameter is constrained to be the integer values qtj E {1, 2, ... , Qj}. For
typical video coders, |Qj equals 31. For any block-based coding algorithm, each macroblock
is coded in one of ILI possible modes, and the value of It E {0, 1, ... ,L - 1}. As discussed
above, we only consider the case ILI = 2 for intra mode (lIt = 0) when the macroblock itself
is coded and inter mode (iti = 1) when motion compensated prediction is used. The motion
vector vtj = (vtyx, vtjy) determines the region from the previous decoded frame used to
predict the current macroblock to be coded. The parameters vtyx and vtj, are the horizontal
and vertical pixel displacements respectively between the spatial location of the current
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Figure 2.6: Dependent rate-distortion curves.
macroblock and the prediction region in the previous frame. They are usually estimated
using a Block Matching Algorithm (BMA) with alternative metrics for block correlation
such as mean-square-error (MSE) or mean absolute error (MAE).
Solving the joint problem of quantization parameter and mode selection for optimal
source coding has proven to be very difficult. This is because of the dependency of a mac-
roblock's rate and distortion function on its coding parameters as well as those for other
macroblocks in the sequence. For example, the operational rate-distortion curve for a mac-
roblock coded with prediction depends on the resulting rate-distortion points chosen for the
macroblocks in the prediction region in the previous frame. An example of this is shown
by the graphs in Fig. 2.6 where a single macroblock in frame t - 1 is used to predict a
macroblock in frame t. The operational rate-distortion curve for the macroblock in frame t
depends on which of the two operating points (A or B) shown in this example is selected for
the macroblock in frame t -1. We use the term operational rate-distortion curve to designate
the achievable minimum distortion as a function of rate over the possible parameter selection
values for a particular coder. This is different from the information theoretic rate-distortion
curve which denotes the minimum distortion achievable as a function of rate over all possible
coding methods.
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When selecting coding parameters for block-based video coders that use prediction,
the dependent quantization among frames should be taken into consideration. For this case,
an algorithm is presented in [2] to find the quantization parameters to minimize a distortion
function for a sequence coded with a maximum rate constraint. Only a single quantization
parameter is considered for each frame. This means that either the same quantization
parameter is used for all the macroblocks in the frame or the parameter can indicate a
vector of macroblock quantization parameters among a set of possible choices. Even with this
simplification, the dependency among frames is enormous and a monotonicity assumption is
made to reduce the amount of computation required resulting in a near-optimal solution. We
refer the reader to [2] for details of this particular algorithm. In this thesis, we only consider
causal processing of frames and the optimal parameters must be chosen for the current frame
given the already selected parameters for the previous frames. This is appropriate when there
is a delay constraint. Below, we show how to choose the optimal parameters to minimize
the distortion over a single frame for a given rate constraint. We first present an algorithm
which is guaranteed to find the optimal solution. We then present a very simple algorithm
which will find a near-optimal solution.
We use the MSE between the original macroblock Xtj and the decoded macroblock
Yt at the source as a metric for the macroblock distortion. Given the selected coding
parameters for the previous frames and the motion vector vtj, each macroblock distortion is
a function of the coding parameters for the particular macroblock.
Dtj (1t,qtj ) = |XItj - YtjI||2  (2.1)
The distortion function that we want to minimize for the whole frame can be expressed as
the sum of the distortion for each individual macroblock as shown below.
M
Dt(tn) qti, , l 2 qt2 . . , ltM, qtM) = (DItj(ltj, qt3) (2.2)
j=1
In contrast to the distortion, the rate to code a particular macroblock is typically also
dependent on the parameters to code the previous macroblock in raster scan order in the
same GOB or slice1 . There are two reasons for this. The first is from the differential en-
'For the remainder of this thesis we will drop the reference to the term "slice" since the GOB and slice
structure are conceptually identical
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coding described in the previous sub-section. For example, the motion vectors for successive
inter-coded macroblocks are coded differentially as well as the DC coefficient for successive
intra-coded 8 x 8 blocks. The second reason for the dependency comes from the way the
quantization parameter is coded into the bit stream. The quantization parameter is coded
at the beginning of the GOB. This sets the state for the quantization parameter value, and
without any additional information, this is the parameter used for all of the macroblocks
within the GOB. A macroblock can change the quantization parameter state by encoding
a new value within the macroblock structure. This new value is used for the current and
following macroblocks in the GOB until a new parameter is coded for a macroblock. When
coding Xtj, the quantization parameter state is completely determined by the quantization
parameter used for the previous macroblock in the GOB. Therefore, the values for qti-1 and
qt1 will determine whether or not additional bits must be used to update the quantization
parameter state. We show the formula for the total rate to code a frame below.
M
Rt (It1, g q1, I t2, qt2 - - - , lit , qtm) = ( R j (Itg _1 qi_1, IIt, 7qt, ) (2.3)
j=1
The explicit dependency between neighboring macroblocks can be seen for each term in the
sum. In reality, there is no dependency across GOB boundaries, and the rate term for the
first macroblock in a GOB is simply Re1(ie1, qtj). We define NGOB to be the number of
group of blocks within a frame. Each GOB contains Ni macroblocks such that
NGOB
M= Z Ni. (2.4)
Given a maximum rate constraint Rc for a frame, we want to choose the macroblock
parameters lt., qtJ Vj to minimize the distortion in equation 2.2. We use a Lagrange mul-
tiplier to form an equivalent unconstrained problem to find a solution to this constrained
optimization problem. In this new formulation, we minimize for an appropriate choice of
At > 0 the Lagrangian cost function for frame t which is equal to
Ct (I,, qti, . .. ,l , qt ) = R (i, Iqti,..., lt , q ) + At - D (i, Iqti,..., l , q )
(2.5)
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If the optimal rate R*(At) that results from minimizing (2.5) for a particular value of At is
equal to the rate constraint Rc, then the corresponding optimal parameter selection is also
a solution to the constrained problem that we want to solve. This can easily be proven by
extending the results of [19]. The monotonic relationship between At and R*(At) means the
appropriate choice of At to satisfy a specific rate constraint can easily be found by an iterative
bisection algorithm. As At is swept from 0 to oo, the solution to minimize (2.5) traces out the
convex hull of the operational rate-distortion curve for our bit allocation problem. Because
the solution can only trace out a discrete set of points, not any arbitrary value for Re can
be achieved exactly. Therefore, a solution to the above unconstrained problem is equivalent
within a convex hull approximation to the solution of the constrained problem we want to
solve. We assume a high density of points in the rate-distortion plane. Thus, the convex
hull approximation will be sufficiently close to the optimal solution.
The effectiveness of using a Lagrange multiplier to solve this constrained optimization
problem is shown graphically in the rate-distortion plane in Fig. 2.7. Any chosen set of
macroblock coding parameters (ltj, qtJ Vj) corresponds to a single point in this graph. For
optimal coding, we want to choose the point with smallest distortion that meets the rate
constraint. Since there are a total of two coding modes and 31 possible quantization choices
for a macroblock, there are a total of 62 possible coding choices for each macroblock. This
means there are (6 2 )M points in the rate-distortion plane that correspond to all possible
coding parameter choices for the frame.
For a particular operating point (Rl, D;), the Lagrangian cost is Ct = R' + A -D. We
can draw a line in the rate-distortion plane with slope equal to -1/A that passes through
the point (Rt, D'). This shows all values of (Re, Dt) that will have identical cost Ct. The
Lagrangian cost value for this operating point is where this line intersects the rate axis. This
is because when Dt equals zero, Ct = Rt. Therefore, the optimal operating point for the new
unconstrained problem for a particular value of At is the one which will minimize the value
where this intersection occurs resulting in an optimal cost Ct*. As the value for At is changed
the slope will change resulting in a different optimal operating point. Solving this problem
for different values for At > 0 will trace out the points on the lower convex hull of the set of
possible operating points. This is shown by the set of connected points in Fig. 2.7. These
points are a very good approximation to the operational rate-distortion curve. In fact, any
one of these points is the true optimal solution when the maximum rate constraint is equal
to their resulting rate. When Rc is not equal to any of these rates we must find which of
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Figure 2.7: Graphical example of the use of a Lagrange multiplier for constrained optimiza-
tion.
these points results in a rate that is closest to Re without going over it. In practice, many
attempts must be made for different values of At to find the optimal solution that meets the
rate constraint.
Since there are an enormous number of operating points, an exhaustive search to find
the optimal operating point for a particular value for At can not be performed. If this were
possible, the use of the unconstrained Lagrangian problem formulation would be unnecessary,
since the true optimal operating point for the original constrained problem could be simply
chosen from all the computed rate-distortion pairs for the frame. Instead, a feasible method
to find a solution is found when the Lagrangian cost function is further examined. Since
the dependency between macroblocks does not extend beyond the GOB boundaries, we can
independently find a solution over a single GOB with Ni macroblocks. The total Lagrangian
can be decomposed into the sum of the macroblock cost functions over a GOB.
Ct(lt1, qti, t2, qt2 ... ,i tNi, qtNi) - CEtj(ltj-1, qt-1, Itj, qtj)
j=1
(2.6)
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The cost function for a macroblock Xt. is given in equation 2.7.
Ctj(ltj _1, qti _I, 1 i , qti) = Rtj(lt-1, qtji , i , qti) + A -DitjlI3 , qtj) (2.7)
Each macroblock cost function does not have complete dependency over the coding param-
eters for all Ni macroblocks in the GOB. It is only dependent on the parameters for the
current and previous macroblock. If there were no differential encoding between macroblocks
or the use of quantization parameter state in a GOB, each macroblock cost would only be
a function of its own coding parameters. In this case, the global optimal solution could be
found by optimizing over all 62 coding parameter possibilities for each macroblock indepen-
dently. When there is differential encoding as there is in this case, the limitation of the
dependency to such a very small neighborhood composed of the current and previous mac-
roblock provides a perfect opportunity for the use of dynamic programming to efficiently find
a solution. Next, we will describe the use of the forward dynamic programming algorithm
also known as the Viterbi algorithm to minimize the Lagrangian cost function.
The cost function Cj(l, gti) for the first macroblock in a GOB has no dependency
on other macroblock coding parameters and can be calculated for all 62 possible coding
parameter combinations. However, the cost for the following macroblock depends on what
choices are made for the first. To illustrate the Viterbi algorithm used to solve this problem,
we form the trellis shown in Fig. 2.8. Each column of dots represents the possible coding
parameter combinations for each of the Ni macroblock locations in a GOB. For clarity, we
only show three quantization parameter choices (|Q| = 3) and only four macroblock locations.
As a result only six (ILI -| Q|) possible coding parameter combinations are displayed for each
of the four macroblock locations shown. For generality, we will continue to use the variables
Ni, |Q1, and |LI to describe the Viterbi algorithm. We assign the initial costs Ctl(ltl, qat) to
the |LI - IQI nodes in the first column of the trellis. We draw a dashed line connecting each
node in column j = 2 with the LI- IQI nodes in column j = 1. Each line represents a specific
combination of parameter choices for Xt, and Xt2, and we can compute and assign the cost
Ct 2 (l41 , qti, t2, qt2) to each of the (ILI- IQI) 2 lines. Since no other macroblock depends on the
choice for laI and qti, we can safely make the optimal selections lt*1(lt2, qt2) and q*1(lt2, qt2)
as a function of each the possible parameter choices for Xt2 . This is done by applying the
following optimization for each (lt2, qt2).
Ct*2 (4t2 , qt2)= min [Ca1(lt, qat)+ Ct2 (lt1 , qal, It2, qt2)J (2.8)lti,qti
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Figure 2.8: Trellis (least cost path shown in gray).
In the trellis, this optimization is shown by eliminating IL|-|QI- 1 dashed lines with subop-
timal costs between each node in the column j = 2 and the nodes in .j = 1. This will leave
a single line between each possible (lt2, qt2) selection and the corresponding optimal choice
for (lti, qti). The resulting cost functions C 2 (lt2, qt2) are assigned to each node in column
j = 2. These cost functions along with the pointers to the optimal parameters lt*1(lt2, 9:2)
and q *(lt2, ut2) are all that need to be stored at this stage in the optimization process. The
variables lti and qti are effectively eliminated from the optimization problem since they can
be determined once the optimal 't2 and qt2 are found.
The optimization process continues to the next stage between j = 2 and j =3. Here,
we have an identical situation to the previous stage. The cost functions Ct~(t 2 , qt2) at each
node in column j = 2 do not depend on any other macroblock coding parameters, and the
cost functions for Xt3 depend on the parameters for both Xt2 and Xts. Like the previous
stage, we solve the following optimization problem for each possible coding parameter choices
les and qis.
t( 1ft3, qvs) = min [Ct*2 (lt 2 , qt2) + Ce(lt 2 , qt2, 1t3, t3)] (2.9)
=J, ~ 't ,qt120'Q 3
In performing this optimization, we can eliminate ZL - 1 dashed lines with suboptimal
costs between each node in the column j = 3 and the nodes in column j = 2 in the trellis and
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store the resulting cost Ct*3(lt3 , qt3) at each node. This process of making optimal decisions
at each stage in the trellis continues until we reach the last stage for each GOB at Ni. Here,
we perform the final optimization shown in (2.10) to select the optimal l1* and qtN
C* = wi C, (ltNi ,qtNi) ( 2.10)
ItNi AqtNi
Once this is done, the optimal path and parameter selection can be found by following the
remaining path in the trellis from 1* and qN* through each previous stage until you reach l*
and q*. This is shown for example by the gray line in Fig 2.8. To perform the optimization
at every stage |LI IQI(ILI - |Q| - 1) comparisons must be performed. This is in addition
to the (Ni -- 1)(|L| IQI) 2 + ILI - IQI cost functions that must be computed for the dashed
lines in the trellis. This is an enormous amount of computation. In the following section,
we describe a much simpler algorithm which will provide a very near-optimal solution.
2.1.3 Algorithm for Near-optimal Solution
A simplification to the above algorithm can be made with the observation that the most
efficient mode selection for a macroblock is mainly determined by the prediction found in
the previous frame. While it is true that the use of differential encoding forces dependency
between macroblock parameters when determining the rate, the difference in bits when this is
taken into consideration is typically quite small. For example, in the H.261 coding standard,
the difference in bits to code or not to code a new quantization parameter into a macroblock
is seven or eight bits depending on whether the current macroblock is to be inter or intra
coded. On the other hand, the difference in bits to code a macroblock in intra or inter
mode given the prediction region is usually much higher. The coding mode which results
in the fewest number of bits when the macroblock is coded with the same distortion is the
most efficient mode selection. This selection would be the same regardless of the distortion
level chosen. This is the method proposed for mode selection in [20]. With this in mind,
mode selection can be made independently without much loss in optimality (if any) using
this algorithm. We choose the MSE between each macroblock Xtj and decoded macroblock
Ytj at the encoder as the distortion to keep constant when comparing the rates to code a
macroblock in different modes.
Given the motion vectors and the chosen efficient mode selections (l* V j), the rate
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to code each frame t is further determined by the quantization parameters for all the mac-
roblocks in the frame. We express this as
Rt =f(l*, qt) V J (2.11)
We could find the optimal quantization using the Viterbi algorithm described in the previous
section by first reducing the parameter choices at each stage in the trellis to only include
the already determined efficient mode selection. This is still a large amount of computation
for |Q| = 31. Without loss in generality, we set the values of qtj to be chosen such that the
MSE between each macroblock Xt and decoded macroblock Ytj at the encoder is equal to
some constant for the frame scaled by a weighting factor.
|1Xtj -ytj||2 = atj - Kt (2.12)
The allowance for an arbitrary set of scaling factors atj keeps this problem formulation
general. One specific application of this new formulation would be to code the frame with
consistent quality. The weighting factor a0 tj can be used to adjust for the perceptual masking
effects of macroblocks with different spatial characteristics. For example, macroblocks with a
lot of detail can tolerate more quantization noise due to spatial masking to achieve acceptable
perceptual quality, whereas blocks with less detail should have a lower MSE to achieve the
same perceptual quality. We do not discuss in this thesis how to choose the weighting factors,
but we do present an algorithm which allows for differently weighted values of Kt to be used
for each macroblock. With this formulation, the frame quality parameter selection problem
now becomes that of choosing the value Kt for each frame, and the rate function to code
frame t is simplified to be
Rt f (l1*, Kt) Vj (2.13)
Since there is a monotonic relationship between Rt and Kt, finding the optimal Kt is simple.
The lowest distortion value Kt that will meet the bit rate constraint is chosen, and can be
found using a bisection algorithm.
In this section, we have presented a good method to select efficient coding parameters
for block-based coders. Since the potential for loss is not considered this algorithm is most
useful when transmitting data over reliable channels. By itself, it is not appropriate for
transmission over the Internet which can be very unreliable. We next discuss the Internet
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and describe how video and data is transmitted over it. We begin in the next section with
a discussion on packet-switched networks.
2.2 Packet-Switched Networks
The classical approach to transmitting data in a telecommunication network is to first estab-
lish a connection between a transmitter and receiver that will exist throughout the session.
This is known as circuit switching where a fixed bandwidth is allocated for data transfer
for each connection. Time division multiplexing (TDM) is used in this case to share a link
among several communicating sources connected to the network. Because each source is
allocated a periodic time slot at which it can transmit data, this form of multiplexing is also
known as Synchronous Transfer Mode (STM). The bandwidth allocated to a session must
be large enough to handle the peak rate of transmission for a source. By allowing for this,
circuit switching will always guarantee that sufficient bandwidth is available, but may suffer
from inefficiency when a source does not always transmit at its peak rate. Circuit switching
can be extended to transmit data from bursty sources more efficiently, but the signaling
required to quickly set up and take down circuits on demand can be very cumbersome.
In contrast to circuit switching, packet-switched networks rely on asynchronous time
division multiplexing (ATDM), and have the potential for more efficient use of bandwidth.
Packet-switched networks first divide the data stream up into individual units called packets
and encapsulate each unit with a header before transmission. The header contains all of the
necessary information required to transmit the data to the correct receiver on the network.
Routing tables at each network node determine the packet path. In contrast to STM, a
transmitter is not restricted to a particular time slot in which it can transmit data. As a
result, without the proper precautions, the packet arrival rate from all incoming links at a
computer in the network along a transmission path may exceed the rate at which they can
be forwarded to the next network node. In addition, there may be packets arriving nearly
simultaneously that are competing for the same output link. To alleviate this problem,
a buffer is located at each node in the network to store packets waiting to be serviced.
There are many different strategies for servicing arriving packets at a network node. The
simplest strategy is to service packets on a first-come-first-serve basis at each network node.
There could also be more complicated scheduling algorithms implemented for better traffic
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Figure 2.9: Block diagram of Internet.
management. Examples of this will be discussed later. In the following sections, we describe
the use of packet-switched networks in transmitting data. We highlight the problems in
transmitting real-time data as well as discuss attempts to provide robustness to loss by the
network protocols. We begin by describing the Internet and its family of protocols TCP/IP.
2.3 Internet TCP/IP Protocols
The Internet is an interconnection of packet-switched local area networks (LAN) that con-
nects computers worldwide. A block diagram of the Internet is shown in Fig. 2.9. It is
composed of potentially many different types of packet-switched LANs. Ethernet and Token
Ring networks are two examples. The Internet defines a family of protocols called TCP/IP
which stands for Transmission Control Protocol and Internet Protocol respectively. These
protocols allow for the communication of data between separate networks. A computer called
a gateway is responsible for forwarding Internet Packets from one network to another.[21].
TCP/IP is a layered protocol design. A diagram of the different layers is shown in
Fig. 2.10 The whole process begins at the application running on one of the hosts which
produces a message stream to be transmitted. In our example, this would be the video coder
described in section 2.1. The bit-stream is then passed to the transport protocol layer. The
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IP Datagrams
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Figure 2.10: Protocol layers.
transport protocol is responsible for dividing the bit-stream into packets and multiplexing
data to and from the different applications running on a host computer. The term port
is the abstraction used to designate an application running on a host that is transmitting
or receiving data. There are mainly two different transport protocols used in the current
Internet Standard. The first is TCP which is included in the protocol name, and the second
is the User Datagram Protocol (UDP). The choice of protocol depends on the requirements
for the overall message transfer. At this layer, a header is created and combined with each
packet of data to form a transport segment. This segment is then passed to the IP layer.
We defer a description of the transport protocols to the next section and describe the IP
layer below.
The IP protocol is responsible for transporting the Internet packets within the whole
network. Every host and gateway connected to the Internet contains an internet module
which provides a common framework for routing packets throughout the network. At the
IP layer in the originating host, a header is attached to the transport segment to form an
Internet Packet which is called a datagram. Every host connected to the Internet has a
unique IP address. The address of both the source and destination host are contained in
the IP header and are used at each network node to determine the next link the datagram
will travel.
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The IP protocol is a connectionless protocol that transmits datagrams independently.
The IP header contains a header checksum for error detection. This will prevent misrouting
of datagrams from bit errors in the addresses that may occur during transmission. When
an error is detected a packet is dropped at a network node without notification by the
IP to the communicating hosts. A packet is also dropped without notification by the IP
when arriving at a node with a full buffer. As a result, the IP is a very unreliable service
and depends on either the end systems or higher layer protocols such as TCP to detect
and appropriately handle errors in transmission. In the case of normal delay-insensitive
data transmission, dropped datagrams are detected by TCP and retransmitted. For the
case of real-time data, retransmission is not a possibility. In this case, dropped packets go
undetected by the network protocols, and the end systems are left responsible for handling
the loss appropriately. For example, concealment methods can be used at the receiver when
real-time video sequences suffer from loss.
Finally, a header and sometimes trailer is attached to the datagram creating a frame
that can be transmitted over the underlying physical network according to the LAN protocol.
At the receiver, the reverse steps are taken to deliver the data to the appropriate application.
As an example, we use Ethernet for the LAN and show a block diagram of the data flow
from the application to the network below.
Ethernet
header
IP IPheader header
UDP UDP UDPheader header header
Data Data Data Data
From UDP IP Trailer
Application Transport DatagramSegment Ethernet
Frame
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2.3.1 Transport Protocols
Most traditional data transfer over the Internet uses TCP for its transport protocol to make
up for the unreliable service provided by IP. Unlike IP, TCP is a connection oriented
protocol. Before beginning transmission of a data stream, TCP executes a handshaking
protocol to establish a connection between the communicating ports at the sending and
receiving hosts. The transmitting port first sends a packet to the destination host requesting
a connection setup. The receiver responds with an acknowledgment packet which establishes
a connection between the two hosts. This, of course, is a virtual connection and not a
real one since it is not supported by the underlying IP network. Upon connection, the
transmitter begins to send the data to the IP layer. TCP uses Automatic Repeat reQuest
(ARQ) for reliable communication. When each datagram arrives at the receiving host, an
acknowledgment packet is sent back to the transmitter according to TCP. This is known as
positive acknowledgment. The transmitting host begins a timer when a datagram is sent. If
an acknowledgment packet has not been received when the timer expires, the TCP assumes
the original datagram has been dropped by the network and the data is retransmitted. This
assumption may result in duplicate arrivals at the receiving host if the packet really was not
lost. Here, TCP will eliminate the redundant packets and ensure that packets are delivered
in the proper order to the receiving application. With TCP, all of the data is eventually
delivered reliably to the destination host.
To help avoid network congestion and the resulting datagram loss, TCP implements
flow control. When a connection is first established, TCP transmits packets to the IP layer
at a slow rate. As acknowledgment packets begin to arrive, the protocol assumes there is
no congestion and increases the rate at which transport segments are sent to the IP layer.
This rate is incremented as acknowledgment packets continue to arrive until some maximum
transmission rate is reached. This increase in rate leads to more efficient bandwidth use since
available bandwidth is not wasted. On congestion, packet loss occurs and acknowledgments
fail to arrive. Here, TCP resets to the lowest transmission rate for the transport segments
and begins the process of incremental rate increases again.
The retransmission of lost packets and the flow control implemented in TCP are not
appropriate for data with delay constraints. For this type of service UDP is used as the
transport protocol. This service is connectionless like IP and offers no error control or flow
control. It does provide a checksum in the header to detect bit errors in the data portion
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of the packet that may have occurred during transmission. Any further reliability must be
implemented in the application. The Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) was developed
by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) to allow for the transmission of real-time
data. [22] Although it offers no guarantees or QOS, it provides the necessary hooks that make
the transmission of real-time data possible at the very least. We describe the details of the
protocol in the next section.
2.3.2 Real-Time Transport Protocol
RTP was designed to transport data with real-time properties. It can not guarantee timely
delivery of data since the underlying network does not. Inside the application, an RTP
header is attached to the data as it is delivered to the transport layer which is typically
UDP. Even though RTP is run in the application, both RTP and UDP implement some
of the transport protocol functionality. RTP uses UDP for its multiplexing capabilities
among the different ports at a host while adding some flow and congestion control in the
application. This is done with the help of the RTP control protocol RTCP which is used to
monitor data delivery to the receiver.
The Internet delivers packets with variable delay. This is a result of the variable
queueing delays experienced at nodes along the transmission path. This variable delay is
known as delay jitter and can be compensated for by setting a maximum delay limit and
queueing packets at the receiver until their end to end delay reaches this limit. [23] When
the maximum delay in the network is below this set limit, delay jitter has little consequence.
There is a tradeoff when setting the delay limit for real-time video. If it is set too low, the
video sequence will suffer extensive loss since packets experiencing network delay above this
limit will arrive too late to be played at the receiver. If it is set too high, the transmission
can no longer be considered real-time, and it will be impossible to carry out interactive
conversation. In addition to possible loss from delay jitter, packets may arrive out of order.
To remedy this, the RTP header contains a sequence number designating the packet order
in the stream as well as a time stamp indicating the sampling time of the first byte in the
data packet. At the receiver, this will allow for the detection of lost packets from missing
sequence numbers as well as the ability to re-order out-of-order arrivals.
RTP reserves seven bits in the header to specify the payload type. This indicates the
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format of the payload data and its interpretation by the application. A mapping of payload
numbers to standard audio/video encoders is found in the Internet document [24]. It includes
payload types for the example block-based coders listed in section 2.1. The inclusion of
payload type will allow for an additional header to be placed between the end of the RTP
header and the beginning of the bit-stream in the data portion of the packet. The format of
this header is specific to the standard audio/video coder indicated by the payload type. This
header is typically used to repeat the state information of the decoder at the beginning of the
coded bit stream portion that is transmitted in that packet. In addition, a macroblock is not
split across packet boundaries. All of this is used to increase the robustness to packet loss,
since the bit stream contained in any arriving packet is independently decodable. Examples
of some of the state information for the ITU-T video coder recommendations include the
following.
" the GOB number in effect
" the quantization value in effect
" the previous coded macroblock address
" the previous macroblock motion vector
The information for the first coded macroblock in a packet is coded differentially from the
information from the previous coded macroblock transmitted in the previous packet.
The header also contains a 32-bit synchronization source (SSRC) identifier which
is chosen at random for each RTP session in progress. For example, the audio and video
streams of a video conference are transmitted over separate RTP sessions. This will allow
the receiver to know which stream suffered packet loss when a missing sequence number
is detected. The reader is referred to [22] and the associated Internet documents for more
details on the implementation of RTP.
The main purpose of RTCP is to provide feedback about the current QOS achieved in
the network. RTCP information packets are periodically sent to all participants in a video
conference. It contains statistics which include the packet loss observed at the receivers.
This information can be used for flow control implemented in the application. For example,
when a high packet loss rate is reported, an adaptive video encoder can reduce the coding
rate by applying even more lossy compression. For example, the quantization step-sizes may
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be increased. The effect on the network transmission is similar to what happens when TCP
lowers its transmission rate on congestion. However, there is a distinct difference between the
overall effect on the communication. The TCP protocol will cause the port at the receiver
to wait for the correct data to be retransmitted. In addition, the transmitting port will slow
down its transmission rate losslessly. Thus, it will eliminate any loss in data fidelity at the
expense of an increase in the overall delay. On the other hand, the strategy implemented
by the adaptive encoder will keep the delay at a minimum at the expense of an increase in
distortion from both loss and higher compression.
When a maximum bit rate constraint is imposed, the feedback can be used to better
allocate bits between source and channel coding when forward error correction (FEC) is
used at the source. FEC transmits redundant information to give the receiver the potential
to recover some errors. The decoder state information replicated in the payload type specific
header described above is an example of FEC used for robustness to loss. In addition, the
periodic feedback will allow the sender to track long-term network conditions and perhaps
allow it to model network service.
2.4 Summary
In this chapter, we presented algorithms to select the (near-)optimal coding parameters for
block-based coders. By using these algorithms, the video can be coded at the highest quality
when no channel errors occur while meeting the bit rate constraint. The parameter selection
as described in this chapter is not appropriate for coding over lossy channels. Since it is likely
to code many macroblocks using prediction, the distortion will increase dramatically when
channel error occurs. Robust encoding methods should be used to reduce the additional
distortion from channel errors. In addition, methods can be implemented at the decoder to
conceal these errors.
The current Internet is not capable of transmitting real-time data well because of its
inability to offer any QOS guarantees. In the next chapter, we will look at methods that can
be implemented in networks to increase robustness for real-time video transmission. This
includes both the new Integrated Service Model [25] proposed to supplement the current
IP service and the development of the Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) network. The
purposes of these methods are to accommodate many different service classes required in
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network transmission. This includes real-time data transfer with some QOS guarantee.
We will also describe common concealment methods and current video coding parameter
selection methods to result in robust coding.
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Chapter 3
Background on Robust Methods for
Unreliable Video Transmission
In this chapter, we describe current methods proposed to add robustness to video coding
over unreliable channels. We continue with the example of real-time video coding over
packet-switched networks discussed in the previous chapter. In the next section, we begin
by discussing attempts to increase reliability in network transmission. This includes possible
improvements to the current Internet protocol and a discussion of Asynchronous Transfer
Mode (ATM) networks. Here, we will present current and proposed network protocol ap-
proaches for error control and prevention and some of the problems in implementing these
standards to guarantee quality of service (QOS). Next, we will discuss methods that can
be used at the receiver to conceal errors from lost data. In the following section, we discuss
current ad hoc methods to select the coding parameters for block-based video encoders to
add robustness to the coded video realizing that errors may occur. We will also discuss the
drawbacks to these methods. Finally, we end this chapter by proposing a new strategy that is
presented in the next chapter and overcomes the drawbacks of these traditional approaches.
3.1 Robust Methods in the Network
The Internet currently operates with a "best effort" service class only. It provides equal
access to all of its resources and promises not to drop packets unnecessarily. This results
in an unreliable network which can offer no guarantees, and it is up to the end systems to
provide an adequate quality of service. This can be done by retransmission, rate control,
FEC at the transmitter, error concealment at the receiver, or a combination of the above.
Retransmission is not an option for real-time data transport. There is no typical value for
loss rate for the Internet. However, experiments have been performed across different parts
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of the Internet which have reported observed loss rates ranging from two to twenty percent
[26, 27, 28].
The end systems are very dependent on the underlying network and can not offer
guarantees beyond what the network can provide. Realizing this has led to a proliferation
in the literature of new and improved service classes in networks as well as improved asyn-
chronous multiplexing methods that allow the underlying networks and subnets to provide
some isolation when needed and resource sharing where appropriate [29, 30, 31, 32, 33].
This includes resource reservation on the Internet and the Asynchronous Transfer Mode
(ATM). These networks may result in systems that are more efficient while offering some
QOS. However, there still exists many problems in developing admission control policies
and an appropriate description for video traffic that will sufficiently characterize it. This
description must be able to be verified by the network and compatible with descriptors used
for other types of data transmitted on the network. In the following subsections, we discuss
the proposed Integrated Service Model and ATM networks.
3.1.1 Integrated Services on the Internet
The aim of integrated service is to allow for the transmission of different types of data
requiring different types of network service. At one extreme, there is bulk data transfer
which has almost no delay constraints and is adequately transmitted with the Internet's
current and only "best effort" service model. Electronic mail is an example of this type of
data transfer. At the other extreme, you have real-time data which has a maximum delay
constraint. Enough of the network resources must be dedicated to this real-time data flow
to ensure that this delay constraint is met (at least statistically). Network administrators
have identified an additional service to control the amount of sharing done over a link. Here,
the data streams that will be transferred over a particular link are divided into distinct
classes. These classes can be arbitrarily defined. Different user groups, protocol families, or
stream types are a few examples of classes. When the link becomes overloaded, a certain
percentage of the total link capacity is assigned to each class. When the link is not overloaded
there is no need to restrict any class. This service is known as controlled-link sharing.
The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) officially defines the term "integrated services
model" to allow for the transfer of these three classes: best effort, real-time, and controlled
link sharing. [25]
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The aim is to allow for these integrated services by extending the current IP protocol
without re-designing a completely new network. In this section, we will first present an
overview of the integrated service model for the next generation of the Internet protocol.
We will focus on the part of this extension that will allow for the use of real-time data
transfer over the Internet. We will next discuss implementation of the this service model on
the Internet. Finally, we will end this section by outlining some of the challenges and tradeoffs
in implementing the integrated service model. It is not clear in what time frame this model
will be fully implemented in the network, but there are currently small experimental sections
of the Internet that are capable of implementing this model for testing and development
purposes.
3.1.1.1 Integrated Service Model
In describing the integrated service model, we denote a flow to be a stream of data from an
application to be transmitted on the network. To guarantee QOS for a flow over a shared
resource, the network must be able to do two things. The first is to be able to restrict the
applications that have access to the network. In doing this, it can prevent a new flow from
being transmitted over the network when it will cause congestion and degrade the service of
flows currently admitted on the network. The second is to reserve resources throughout the
network for each admitted flow to ensure that the agreed upon QOS will be met. In addition,
an application must be able to indicate the desired QOS requested from the network as well
as provide an adequate traffic description of the flow it will transmit through the network.
With this information along with the traffic descriptions for currently transmitted flows, the
network can decide if the requested QOS can be supported. If it can, the application is
allowed to transmit its data on the network. This function is known as admission control.
A service model is the set of services or commitments that a network can offer an
application. This is specifically defined by the QOS that can be requested. For example,
the only QOS needed for the transmission of real-time data over the network is some kind
of bound on the delay. We define the commitments required for two extreme types of data
flows below. The first flow is real-time data and the second type of flow is known as elastic
data.
Real-time data from applications such as live audio and video have a playback point
which indicates the time at which the data will be used at the receiver. This point is set by
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the delay imposed at the receiver before the initial arriving data in a flow is played out and
the audio/video capture rate. The playback point for the data in a packet will determine
the maximum delay that it can tolerate, since any data arriving after its playback point is
effectively lost. For interactive communication the receiver has little freedom at where the
playback point can be set. The maximum delay tolerable for video conferencing is said to
be around 100ms [34].
The maximum delay bound designated in the service contract with the network is
used at the receiver to set the playback point for a data flow. Excess delay experienced
by individual packets beyond their playback point will result in an incomplete signal. The
integrated service model divides real-time applications into two service categories depending
on their ability to handle this form of degradation. Some applications can not tolerate any
loss or degradation. Service contracts for these applications must provide a perfect maximum
delay bound. This type of QOS is called guaranteed service. While other applications are
willing and able to tolerate some loss. In this case, a statistical bound on delay is more
appropriate. This QOS is known as predictive service.
Of course, applications requiring predictive service can be better satisfied by guaran-
teed service. However, the use of guaranteed service will often lead to the under utilization
of the network. This is because to offer guaranteed service, admission control can only use
the worst-case bounds on the data flows being transmitted. For example, bandwidth must
always be reserved to support the peak rate of a data flow. In this case, the efficiency gain
from statistical multiplexing in a network is lost. It is therefore more costly for this service to
be used, since fewer users will be allowed access to the network. In addition, an application
may choose to use predictive service as opposed to waiting until its request for guaranteed
service can finally be supported by the network.
In contrast to real-time applications, elastic applications will wait for data to arrive
before continuing. Examples of these applications are the traditional data transfer done over
the Internet which are less sensitive to delay. This includes the file transfer protocol FTP
and electronic mail for example. The "best effort" service offered over the current Internet
protocol is appropriate for these applications.
An additional service offered by the integrated service model allows for prioritization
of packets which will assist the router in packet dropping. Up to this point we have assumed
that all packets are equal. This is not usually true for compressed data. The additional
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service provides two packet labels. The first allows a packet to be labeled as a preemptable
packet. This will assist the router in choosing a packet to discard when it might fail to meet
the QOS agreement. Packets with this label are included in the traffic description used
for admission control. Therefore, it is expected that these packets will rarely be lost. The
second allows for packets to be labeled as expendable. The description of the traffic for these
packets is not used in admission control. As a result, expendable packets are treated with
"best effort" service.
3.1.1.2 Implementation Framework
We now describe the reference framework which will give the network the ability to implement
the integrated service model described above. Some of the elements involved were mentioned
in the previous subsection. All of the elements in the reference implementation model are
listed below.
" Admission Control
" Reservation Setup
" Classifier
" Packet Scheduler
Implementing the integrated service model requires traffic control. This is accomplished
through admission control and through functions performed by the network routers and
host. A router in the network has a small number of options to choose from when a packet
arrives. It can select the route to transmit the packet and forward it, it can drop it, re-order
it, or hold it back. Beginning with admission control, the elements listed above are used
to help the router select the appropriate function to execute. We will describe each in turn
below.
The challenge of admission control is to achieve high link utilization with little or no
service degradations. It is difficult to find the best solution to this problem. There are two
strategies that are used for admission control. The first one was discussed above and only
considers the worst case bounds given in traffic descriptions. This will lead to poor network
utilization. The second strategy observes the actual usage of data flows already admitted to
the network and uses those statistics to determine whether a new flow should be admitted.
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This will possibly lead to better network utilization, but at a higher risk of experiencing
multiplexing failure and resulting packet loss.
An additional problem to admission control is in deriving appropriate traffic descrip-
tors which will help the controller achieve the desired efficiency. The traffic descriptor must
be accurate enough for the admission control to be able to predict the effects of statistical
multiplexing but still be simple enough to be implemented. This will be especially more
difficult to do at admission time for data captured and transmitted in real-time. A common
traffic descriptor used is a leaky bucket. This descriptor specifies both the average bit rate
and the maximum burst size that will be transmitted by the source.
Once a data flow is admitted to the network, a mechanism must be in place to
reserve resources throughout the network to ensure the promised QOS. This reservation
is accomplished by the Resource ReSerVation Protocol (RSVP) developed for the Internet
[35]. The flowspec and the filterspec for the data flow are transmitted to routers along
the travel path. The flowspec specifies the amount of resources that should be reserved at
each router, while the filterspec indicates which subset of the packet streams have reserved
these resources. For multicast purposes where there are several receivers downstream for
any single data flow, the RSVP protocol will allow for the appropriate combination of
reservation requests. For example, the new flowspec given to a router shared by two or
more receiving hosts becomes the smallest amount of resources needed to satisfy all of the
reservation requests. This will prevent wasteful duplication of resource reservations for a
single dataflow. The new filterspec becomes the union of the individual flowspecs.
Packets must be classified at each router to determine what kind of treatment they
will receive. The classifier will allow the router to know what resources have been reserved
by applying the different filterspecs. As mentioned before, the allowable set of classes are
unlimited. This causes a potential complexity issue for the classifier at the router. It is easy
for a classifier to use information readily available in the IP header to classify a packet at
the router. This is useful for filterspecs which specify the address of transmitting upstream
hosts for example. To avoid the difficulty of having to look deeper into the packet to parse
the headers of higher layer protocols, it has been proposed that a flow-id be added to the
IP header to facilitate the classification process.
The packet scheduler determines what order packets saved in a queue at the router
will be transmitted to meet the QOS requirements. One possibility is to prioritize the
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packets in the Queue and always transmit the packets with highest priority first. However,
this might prevent some low priority packets from ever being transmitted from a queue. On
the other hand, weighted fair queuing (WFQ) can be used to allocate the bandwidth into
different shares. An additional function that we associate with the scheduler is the controlled
dropping of packets. When a packet is dropped, it will decrease the delay of packets in the
same data flow queued behind it. Therefore, the loss of one packet may dramatically improve
the service of many packets. In addition, some applications will reduce the transmission rate
when dropped packets are observed. Therefore, the choice of dropped packets on congestion
will provide implicit feedback to an application which it will use for rate adaptation.
3.1.1.3 Implementation Drawbacks
As discussed in the previous subsection, admission control is difficult to implement. The
major problem is how to best balance the tradeoff between bandwidth efficiency and service
guarantees. One extreme which offers guarantees is very conservative and costly since fewer
users will be allowed access to the network. Predictive services are desired for more efficiency
and lower cost but not with unacceptable QOS. Unfortunately, the problem of providing
appropriate traffic descriptors to avoid multiplexing failures has not been adequately ad-
dressed. At best, a predictive services will not provide a perfectly reliable delay bound, and
users should expect to get some excess delays and dropped packets.
The argument has been made that in a network that can provide QOS guarantees,
the unused bandwidth can be filled with data that does not need any guarantee. An example
of this would be traditional datagram traffic. However, the network may still suffer from
under or over reservation in this case. At times, the real-time traffic might fill its reserved
bandwidth, and datagram traffic can not get through, frustrating users. There may also be
times when datagram traffic is not large enough to fill the unused bandwidth.
Taking all of this into consideration, a real-time application should be made robust to
loss. This increase in robustness at the application will mitigate the harsh requirements on
the network to guarantee a QOS while maintaining high utilization. In addition to expected
loss, a real-time application should also expect some form of rate control to be imposed.
This is a direct result of the admission control process that will be used. The rate control
used in current real-time Internet applications transported with RTP/UDP is generally self
imposed since abuse of network resources could halt the network operation.
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3.1.2 Asynchronous Transfer Mode Network
The Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) network is designed to achieve very fast packet
switching. This increase in speed over traditional packet-switched networks is a direct result
of the minimal functionality placed in the switches inside the network. Many of the major
functions to enable effective and efficient transport are moved to the edge of the network.
Another goal in the design of ATM is to provide a network which is capable of transferring
any service regardless of its characteristics. This includes burstiness, bit rate, and required
QOS. This network is service independent and the switching and multiplexing will remain
the same. Therefore, ATM provides a general network that will have long-term appeal.[36]
The goal of universal service application is similar to that of the IETF in its develop-
ment of the integrated service model. More specifically, since real-time service delivery is a
requirement for both, some of the same problems discussed in the previous section must also
be addressed in the design of ATM. Not surprisingly, both share many common features.
However, ATM and the integrated service model were designed by different organizations
with different sets of constraints in mind. As a result, there are notable differences between
them which we will focus on in this section.
The two main factors that lead to an increase of speed in ATM networks over previous
packet switched networks are the use of small, fixed-sized packets that also have limited
header functionality. A packet in an ATM network is called a cell which has a fixed size of
53 bytes. The header portion of the cell is only five bytes, while the payload makes up the
remaining 48 bytes. This is in far contrast with the Internet which allows for larger packets
of variable size of up to 65,535 bytes. For the Internet, the packet size must be included in
the header. Variable packet sizes demand more complicated queue management at the router
since the memory can not be divided into fixed-sized memory locations beforehand. As a
result, a find-the-best-fit or first-fit algorithm has to be performed to place an arriving packet
into the memory. In addition, since the ATM cell size is small, the buffering requirements
at a switch are also small. Small buffers will lead to smaller delay in the network as well as
smaller timing jitter for arriving cells in a data stream.
ATM provides a connection-oriented transmission as opposed to the connectionless
one offered by the IP. In ATM, a virtual circuit is setup over the network between the
sender and receiver before transmission begins. Similar to the use of admission control and
RSVP in the integrated service model, this will first ensure the necessary network resources
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are available and will reserve them at the switches when they are available. This will also
determine the route in the network for all packets in a data stream that will travel over
this virtual circuit. In this case, only a virtual identifier number is required in the header
to associate a packet to a particular virtual circuit and route. This is in contrast to IP
which requires that both the source and destination address be included in the header to
determine the packet route. In addition to a virtual circuit which is typically associated with
one particular data stream, ATM provides for the setup of a virtual path. A virtual path is
a semi-permanent connection between two hosts which can be composed of multiple virtual
circuits at any time. These circuits can be set up and taken down throughout a session. For
example, in multimedia communication, video and audio are carried over separate virtual
circuits which are associated to a single virtual path.
The use of a virtual circuit allows easy multiplexing of different data flows at a switch,
and the identification of the virtual circuit number in the packet header is the main function
performed at a switch. In addition, since the service is connection-oriented, out-of order
arrival is eliminated. There is no use of error or flow control applied within the network
during transmission. Everything is done through preventative measures beforehand at setup
time. Because of the simplified router functionality, network speeds of 150 Mbps up to the
order of Gbps can be achieved with ATM networks. This is in comparison to the 10 Mbps
speed of an Ethernet LAN, or even the 100 Mbps speed of a Fast Ethernet LAN.
QOS must be offered in addition to increased network speeds. This is especially
true for real-time service. The ATM services offered are similar to but not identical to the
integrated service model's options of best-effort service, guaranteed and predictive delay, and
controlled link sharing. Instead, ATM offers the following five services:
" Unspecified Bit Rate (UBR)
* Variable Bit Rate non-real-time (VBR-nrt)
* Variable Bit Rate real-time (VBR-rt)
" Constant Bit Rate (CBR)
" Available Bit Rate (ABR)
UBR is the simplest service which offers no guarantees and is very similar to the "best
effort" service currently provided by the Internet. VBR-nrt offers loss guarantees but does
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not provide any constraint on delay. As a result, these two services are not options for real-
time video transport. The only remaining service class options for real-time video are CBR,
VBR-rt, and ABR. CBR service offers a fixed bandwidth pipe and does not take advantage
of statistical multiplexing. Like classical circuit switching, use of this service will also result
in under-utilization in the network for bursty traffic. The only traffic descriptor required for
admission control with this service is the peak cell rate (PCR). CBR can offer deterministic
QOS guarantees on the cell loss rate (CLR), maximum cell transfer delay (maxCTD), and
cell delay variation (CDV)[37]. VBR-rt also offers a delay constraint in addition to cell
loss guarantees. However, since VBR-rt allows statistical multiplexing, these guarantees
are also statistical. The traffic descriptors used in connection setup are the peak cell rate
(PCR) and the sustainable cell rate (SCR).
The loss in efficiency of using the CBR service is very high. Since the cost of VBR-rt
can also be high, some researchers have suggested the use of the ABR service with adaptive
video coders to achieve more efficiency. The ABR service provides minimum cell rate (MCR)
guarantees and is designed to provide low cell rate loss for well behaving sources [38]. The
MCR guarantee can be used to provide an acceptable QOS for real-time video applications.
The ABR service offers closed loop feedback which can be used to adapt the output rate of
the video coder to current network conditions. The source periodically transmits resource
management (RM) cells which are returned by the destination. Switches along the path
report in the RM cell the maximum bandwidth they can currently tolerate. In addition
the ABR service has the advantage of renegotiating its service contract during transmission
where CBR and VBR - rt can not. This can be used to increase the allowable cell rate
(ACR) as more bandwidth becomes available.
Because of its general applicability, fast switching speeds, and upgradability, ATM
has been chosen by the ITU-T as a solution for the Broadband Integrated Service Digital
Network (BISDN). BISDN will provide a single service independent telecommunication
network in the future. In addition, realizing that multimedia traffic will also be transported
locally, computer users have looked at building ATM LANs. This work is focused on by the
ATM Forum. In light of this, the ATM LANs can be interconnected as part of the Internet.
Unfortunately, while the hosts connected within the LAN can exploit the advantages of
all the ATM service classes, only the UBR service can be used to transport data from
non-ATM networks across the ATM LAN. Work is currently underway to allow the new
integrated services of the Internet to work efficiently with the capabilities of ATM.
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Even with the advantages of ATM networks, many of the problems discussed for inte-
grated services over the Internet exist here as well. Multimedia traffic needs some guarantees
on delay and cell loss for adequate quality. Deterministic guarantees can only be obtained at
the expense of poor network utilization. To achieve a desired level of efficiency, there are two
things that a system designed to transmit real-time video over a network should be prepared
for. The first is that some form of rate control will be imposed on data entering the network.
This is from the admission control and policing mechanisms required to provide QOS. The
second is that loss should be expected and must be concealed at the receiver. In the next
section, we will look at some methods which can be used to conceal lost macroblocks from
packet loss.
3.2 Review of Concealment Methods
There are many concealment algorithms which use temporal or spatial interpolation to con-
ceal lost macroblocks in decoded video. Before describing some of these concealment meth-
ods, we first distinguish between two different loss scenarios that can occur. The first is
coded-block loss where either an intra-coded macroblock or residual macroblock is lost. For
this case, the whole 16 x 16 square macroblock region must be concealed. An example of
this case is shown in Fig. 3.1 with the lost and concealed macroblock at position j3 in frame
t - 1. The second is prediction loss only where the residual arrives with motion vector but
any part of the prediction region is lost. This case is also shown in Fig. 3.1 where part of the
prediction region for an inter-coded macroblock in frame t contains pixels from the concealed
macroblock in frame (t - 1). It is very unlikely that the concealment for this macroblock will
be perfect. Therefore, there will be a difference between the concealed part of the prediction
region and the decoded copy used at the encoder for prediction. In this case, the inter-coded
macroblock pixels in frame t which use the lost pixels in frame t - 1 for prediction must be
concealed. The remaining pixels in the macroblock can be decoded correctly.
We review some simple temporal and spatial interpolation methods below. All of these
methods rely on information from a small neighborhood surrounding the lost macroblock for
concealment. This is an important feature which is exploited by the algorithms presented
in chapter 4 for optimal robust video coding. We end this section by showing experimental
results of the different concealment methods and discussing the benefits and drawbacks of
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frame (t-1)
Figure 3.1: Example of lost macroblocks.
the different techniques.
3.2.1 Temporal Replacement
A simple method to conceal lost macroblock pixels in frame t is to replace them with the
decoded macroblock pixels at the same location in the previous frame. This method is known
as unshifted temporal replacement. If this region has also suffered from loss and has been
concealed, then the same concealment pixels in frame t - 1 are copied to the corresponding
errored regions in frame t. This temporal replacement method works very well for regions
of the video sequence where there is little or no motion. Stationary background regions
are a perfect example of this. On the other hand, annoying artifacts and persistent frame
discontinuities can occur when there is motion in the frame region that suffered loss.
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3.2.2 Shifted Temporal Replacement
Shifted temporal replacement can use motion vectors to potentially avoid the frame discon-
tinuities from unshifted replacement. For concealment in the case of coded-block loss, the
motion vector for concealment is estimated, and the lost macroblock is replaced with the
estimated prediction region. For concealment in the case of prediction loss only the correct
motion vector is available at the decoder. The residual error for pixels with lost prediction is
set to zero, and decoding proceeds as normal. This results in the lost pixels being replaced
with the concealed prediction pixels.
In most moving sequences, there is high spatial correlation among motion vectors.
Neighboring macroblocks tend to belong to the same object and move in the same direction.
For this concealment algorithm, we use the motion vectors for the four nearest neighbors
of a lost macroblock to interpolate the concealment motion vector. If the frame size is
H macroblocks down and W macroblocks across (M = HxW), and the macroblocks are
numbered in raster scan order, the neighborhood for macroblock Xtj in frame t corresponds
to macroblocks Xtj-w, Xtj_ 1, Xt,+1, and Xtj+w (see figure 3.2). We actually use the vector
median of the motion vectors for the arriving inter-coded neighboring macroblocks. Using a
median filter to interpolate the motion vector, tends to produce better results than simply
averaging neighboring motion vectors [39). This is because to conceal macroblocks at motion
boundaries, the motion vector of the object in the macroblock should be used for concealment
as opposed to the average motion of differently moving objects, and median filtering provides
a good guess for the correct motion vector. The median vector Vm E {vtjgw, Vtj_, Vtj+1,
vtj+w } is the vector that satisfies the following inequality
E IvM -vtXH I5 1vtY -v tXfl
xE{j-W,j-1,j+1,j+W} xE{j-Wj-1,j+1,j+W}
y {j- W,j - 1,j + 1,j+ W} (3.1)
When no inter-coded neighboring macroblock arrives, we use simple temporal replacement
with no shift for concealment. If only two inter-coded neighboring residual macroblocks
arrive, we use the following, somewhat arbitrary preference order listed from highest to
lowest below to select a concealment motion vector (otj_1, vtj+i, Vtj-w, Vtj+w)-
For median filtering with intra-coded neighbors, we can either consider the mac-
roblocks to have no motion vector, or we can consider the motion vector to be (0, 0) and
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xt-w
tj-1 Xtj+
Xt+
Figure 3.2: Macroblock neighborhood
include it in the vector median calculation. This may be appropriate for stationary back-
ground regions in which macroblocks are intra coded for robustness to loss. It will also
encourage lost macroblocks surrounded mostly by intra-coded macroblocks to be concealed
by simple temporal replacement with no shift. From empirical evidence, we decided that
it is better to only use the motion vectors from the arriving inter-coded neighbors in the
median calculation.
3.2.3 Bilinear Interpolation
Shifted temporal replacement is adequate for many scenarios. However, there are some
sequences which have irregular motion or scene changes. With motion in the scene that is
not translational within the frame it is difficult to estimate the correct concealment motion
vector. In the case of a scene change or disocclusion, it is impossible to find the right
replacement region in the previous frame for concealment. Better results might be achieved
with spatial interpolation in these cases. For example, bilinear interpolation will result in
good results for smooth image regions. Directional spatial interpolation methods might be
more appropriate for lost regions which contain edges in the image frame.
In this section, we describe a bilinear concealment method which performs well for
smooth regions and can also reconstruct horizontal and vertical edges that pass through the
lost region well. In the case of coded-block loss, the whole macroblock is concealed by this
spatial interpolation. For the case of prediction loss only, the arriving residual signal is added
everywhere as normal. Since the residual signal will often contain edge information from
the macroblock region, this will add correct structural information to the already smooth,
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Figure 3.3: Bilinear interpolation concealment method.
concealed prediction regions.
With this bilinear concealment method, lost pixels in a macroblock are replaced by the
weighted average of the four nearest pixels along the edge of each neighboring macroblock. An
example of this is shown in Fig. 3.3. The weight used for each pixel is inversely proportional
to the distance from the lost pixel. Let bn, b, be, and b denote the value of neighboring
pixels used for concealment to the north, south, east, and west of the lost pixel respectively.
The pixel to be concealed is located y pixels down from the top edge of the macroblock and
x pixels over from the left edge of the macroblock. For a macroblock size of 16x16 pixels,
we define the normalized distances d2 = x/(16 + 1) and d, = y/(16 + 1). The formula to
calculate the concealed pixel value btys at location i in macroblock j at frame t is shown
below.
(3.2)( - d2 ) (1 - dy)bt]gi =-b, + (d)- bq + -be + (d)- bw2 2 2 2
Only correctly received and decoded values are used to conceal a lost macroblock. The
weight of the corresponding lost neighbor is set to zero, and the rest of the weights are
re-normalized to sum to one. If no surrounding macroblock is available, the lost macroblock
is replaced by the mid-level gray value of 128.
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3.2.4 Concealment Examples
We conducted a few informal subjective experiments to compare bilinear spatial interpo-
lation to the two temporal interpolation methods discussed above as an error concealment
approach[40]. We used QCIF video sequences (176 x 144 pixels, 30 frames/sec). Figs. 3.4
- 3.7 show frames of one of the sequences for different concealment techniques. For this
sequence, the bit rate was fixed at 448 kbits/sec and the channel probability of losing each
macroblock was 0.1.
Figs. 3.4 and 3.5 compare the spatial and temporal replacement concealment ap-
proaches. The first figure shows a frame for which the temporal interpolation strategy works
best. Notice that the eyes and nose are missing from the picture on the left. The second
figure shows a frame for which the spatial interpolation works best. Notice that the nose on
the right picture has shifted and part of the face has moved to the hat. Similarly, Figs. 3.6
and 3.7 compare the spatial and shifted temporal concealment approach. The first figure
shows a frame for which the temporal interpolation strategy works best. Again, notice the
missing eye and nose on the left. The second figure shows a frame for which the spatial
interpolation works best. Notice the broken mouth on the right.
As we discussed, spatial interpolation tends to blur the concealed block. This results
in spatial and temporal discontinuities in image sharpness, which are very annoying. Tem-
poral interpolation on the other hand, does not affect image sharpness; it creates discontinu-
ities (broken lines) along the macroblock boundaries. Such artifacts are quite objectionable
when we look at still frames. However, when we look at the moving images, temporal in-
terpolation produces sequences that have uniform sharpness with occasional broken lines
at block boundaries. Spatial interpolation, on the other hand, produces sequences with
spatio-temporal discontinuities in sharpness, which is a lot more objectionable. Thus, the
temporal interpolation approach results in lower perceptual distortion in all the cases that
we considered.
3.3 Robust Encoding Methods
For robust encoding, the use of prediction should be limited to lower the possibility of
error propagation with loss. However, as the number of macroblocks that are forced to be
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Bilinear (Spatial) Interpolation Temporal Replacement
Figure 3.4: Interpolation comparison (QCIF image)
Bilinear (Spatial) Interpolation Temporal Replacement
Figure 3.5: Interpolation comparison (QCIF image)
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Bilinear (Spatial) Interpolation Shifted Temporal Replacement
Figure 3.6: Interpolation comparison (QCIF image)
Bilinear (Spatial) Interpolation Shifted Temporal Replacement
Figure 3.7: Interpolation comparison (QCIF image)
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intra coded is increased, other tradeoffs must be made in video quality to meet the rate
constraint. This will result in different forms of distortion when the rate constraint is too
low. When only (or mostly) intra mode encoding is used, there are two straightforward
methods to reduce the bit rate for coded video. The first is to increase the quantization
step-sizes for the macroblocks, and the second is to reduce the number of macroblocks that
are transmitted. Increasing the quantization step-size will result in more DCT coefficients
that are quantized to zero. These are typically the high-frequency coefficients since they
tend to have smaller amplitudes. Therefore, increasing the quantization step-size will result
in blurry image frames. The simplest way to reduce the number of transmitted blocks is to
lower the frame rate by dropping frames at the encoder. There is a limit to this method since
distortion in motion rendition will result when the frame rate becomes too low. In this case,
the video sequence without loss becomes equivalent to watching a slide show. Methods have
been proposed to tradeoff a reduction in distortion from loss by mainly intra mode coding
and reduction in the coding distortion that results when loss does not occur. In this section,
we will review two current methods for robust encoding.
3.3.1 Conditional Replenishment
One method to reduce the number of coded macroblocks is to use conditional replenishment.
In this method, all transmitted macroblocks are coded in intra mode for robustness to loss.
However, only the macroblocks at locations in the current frame that change significantly
from the previous frame are coded. This may result in better motion rendition than skipping
frames. Conditional replenishment attempts to recapture some of the efficiency lost from
restricting all transmitted blocks to intra mode encoding. With this method, macroblocks
that are made up of stationary background are not repeatedly transmitted. Such static
macroblocks may make up a significant portion of a scene in video conferencing. This however
creates a dependency between the macroblocks in different frames since some locations are
not updated and rely on the correct reception of the last sent update at the respective
locations in the frame. For robustness to loss, a forced update algorithm can also be used to
ensure that macroblock at all locations are at least periodically updated at a low rate. This
will avoid persistent errors in the background from loss.
Conditional replenishment requires the accurate identification of macroblocks in sta-
tionary background which can be done initially before a macroblock is coded. This will
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reduce the amount of computation at the encoder since macroblocks that are not transmit-
ted will also not be coded. The sum of absolute differences between the original macroblock
and the macroblock located at the same location in a reference frame is used to determine
if a macroblock should be transmitted. We consider a macroblock with Z pixels and denote
pixel i C {1, 2,... , Z} in the reference macroblock as X'tl),_. The reference frame is made
up of all the last macroblocks that were transmitted to the decoder for each location. If this
difference is greater than a preset threshold T the macroblock is transmitted. We show the
decision algorithm for transmitted macroblocks in the equation below.
ZE Xty - X,t)ji| > T (3.3)
Since all macroblocks are intra coded no motion estimation is performed nor prediction error
computed. This raises a question about whether or not a copy of the decoder should be run
at the encoder to produce an accurate reference frame to decide if a macroblock should
be sent. This question becomes more important as the coding rate is lowered and more
distortion results from quantization and coding. It may be desirable to use the decoded
frame as a reference since the decision algorithm will cause static macroblocks that were
coarsely quantized the last time they were transmitted to be updated. This strategy however
may not be efficient with only intra coding, since at low bit-rates, the updated blocks may
again be coarsely quantized resulting in similar distortion. In addition, using a portion of
the bits allocated to a frame to re-code static macroblocks will cause all other transmitted
macroblocks in a frame to be coded with higher distortion. If the decoded frame is used,
the threshold should be raised to avoid sending too many static macroblocks with large
distortion. Unfortunately, raising the threshold may result in missed detection and true
macroblocks that change due to motion may not be coded.
On the other hand, using the original transmitted macroblocks in the reference frame
has the potential to accurately identify stationary background with the decision algorithm
in equation (3.3). This is the strategy used for conditional replenishment for the coder
described in [12]. In addition, instead of using the sum of absolute differences, they use
the absolute sum of differences which we found not to result in reliable decisions. From our
experience, using the original macroblocks in the reference frame results in better detection
and lower MSE between the decoded and original frame when no loss occurs. Given the
above considerations, this is the approach that we use for conditional replenishment when
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Figure 3.8: Conditional replenishment system.
we restrict ourselves to intra encoding alone. This reference frame is the image that would
exist at the decoder in a perfect scenario where there is no distortion from coding or loss in
the channel. In this case, we should use a lower threshold T. A block diagram for conditional
replenishment algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.8.
3.3.2 Efficient Coding with Forced Intra Updates
Conditional replenishment can work well when only a few macroblocks must be transmitted
in each frame. However, it will generally be very inefficient. For robust encoding, it might
not always be necessary to code a macroblock in intra mode every time it is transmitted.
Improvements may result when we use the much more efficient coding algorithm described
in section 2.1.3 and force periodic intra updates to limit error propagation. Since not every
transmitted macroblock is intra coded better frame quality will result when no loss occurs
since smaller quantization step-sizes can be used while meeting the rate constraint. In
addition, when the frequency of forced updates is large enough, distortion from loss might
be sufficiently mitigated.
We begin with the algorithm described in 2.1.3 and force a macroblock in each loca-
tion to be coded in intra mode at least once out of every U times it is transmitted. The
suggested value for U in the ITU-T coder recommendations is 132. This may be far too
large for significant loss rates. The value for U is preset and can depend on the expected
loss rate. Intuitively, higher loss rates should use lower values for U to obtain an appro-
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priate tradeoff between quantization distortion and error propagation. The ideas used for
conditional replenishment can also be added to this algorithm to avoid transmitting every
macroblock. However, the decision algorithm described in the previous subsection may be
too conservative when inter mode coding is allowed. Deciding not to transmit a macroblock
before coding will prevent this algorithm from being able to transmit a residual that may
be coded with a few bits to improve coarsely quantized static macroblocks. We decided to
use the implicit decision for transmission that comes from normal coding when prediction
is used. That is, we only prevent a macroblock from being sent when the motion vector is
zero and all residual coefficients are quantized to zero. This designation is important since
some coders allow for a dummy macroblock with motion vectors which do not transmit any
coefficients. There is some additional coding overhead associated with sending such empty
macroblocks with coded zero motion vectors. This can be eliminated for more efficiency.
When compared to the threshold comparison performed in intra-only conditional re-
plenishment, this decision algorithm works well when the value for U is not too small. As
the quantization step-sizes are raised to reduce the coding rate to get below Re, more resid-
ual macroblocks will potentially be set to zero and will not be transmitted. As a result,
this method will automatically determine which residuals can still be sent to meet the rate
constraint and which should not be transmitted. We compared the MSE between the de-
coded sequence with no loss and the original sequence to verify that this decision algorithm
typically results in smaller MSE than using the threshold method in equation (3.3). How-
ever, from our experience using the MSE for verification, we decided it is best to use the
decision algorithm in equation (3.3) when the period between forced updates is very low
(e.g. U = 1, 2). In these cases, the quantization distortion becomes too high and fewer
macroblocks should be sent even at the risk of poor motion rendition.
3.4 Summary
There are two broad approaches to a solution to the problems of transmitting real-time
video over networks. One attempts to solve all of the networking problems mentioned above
with sharing and isolation designing a network capable of having efficient use of bandwidth
while offering QOS. The other acknowledges that providing an adequate solution to all of
the above problems is difficult at best and robust methods should be included in the end
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systems to handle the expected packet loss. In addition, even if a network was designed to
guarantee QOS at the expense of excess available bandwidth, a user may be willing to pay
less money for services in the network that will not offer any guarantees, or it may not be
desirable to wait until these guarantees can be provided. Given this, it would be beneficial
to design a system capable of transmitting real-time video over unreliable channels. This
would require an understanding of the relationship among the selected coding parameters,
the QOS can be provided by the network, and error concealment methods at the receiver.
This is a joint problem.
This thesis examines what can be done at the encoder to provide robustness to loss in
the channel. To develop an optimal method at the encoder, a model for the packet loss that
occurs in networks should be considered. Developing such a model alone is a difficult problem
and is out of the scope of this research. Instead, we use a simple model for loss that we argue
is still useful for understanding the problems in robust video coding. Specifically, the goal is
to examine the tradeoff between compression which exploits the correlation in video to lower
the transmission rate and the resilience to packet loss. The encoding method developed
should be adaptive to the variable conditions in the channel for optimal performance. To
measure the robustness of any proposed solution, it should be considered in conjunction with
the network model as well as the concealment method that will be used at the decoder. Here,
the goal is not to construct an elaborate concealment method in addition to the improvements
provided at the encoder, but to determine optimal parameter selection for block-based video
coders that will work well for simple yet reasonable concealment techniques. We present
such a method in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4
Optimization for
Motion-Compensated Packet Video
In this chapter, we describe the problem for robust video coding for transmission over a
packet-switched network. The principles gained from this chapter can be extended to develop
robust coding methods over other unreliable channels. We first formulate an analytical
problem to be solved for robust video coding when both the error characteristics of the
channel and concealment method used at the decoder are known. The total mean-square-
error (MSE) between the original video frame and the decoded frame at the receiver after
concealment is used to measure the distortion from both quantization and channel error.
We present an algorithm to select the optimal coding parameters to minimize this distortion
metric for a given rate constraint. We perform simulations to compare the results of the
optimal MSE solution to the previous methods for robust coding presented in Chapter 3.
4.1 Network Coding Problem Formulation
The block diagram for the total problem of unreliable transmission over networks is shown
in figure 4.1. The sequence is first coded, assembled into packets, and then transmitted on
the network. Data should be packed to minimize the effects of a single lost packet. Mac-
roblocks which are the smallest coding units in block-based video coders should not be split
across packet boundaries on a single priority network. In addition, redundant coding state
information should be put into the header of every transmitted packet so that each packet
can be independently decoded. An example of how data could be packed for many common
block-based coding standards can be found in the Real-Time data Protocol RTP from the
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)[22]. With the addition of sequence numbering in
the packet header, lost data packets can be detected at the receiver, and packet loss becomes
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Figure 4.1: Block diagram of network video coding problem.
channel erasure. After decoding, error concealment is performed over regions affected by lost
packets.
The coded sequence is to be transmitted in a network in near-real-time with a total
end-to-end delay constraint tD. The delay constraint determines the window of length N
frames (t, t+1, ... , t+N-1) over which optimization of the source coding parameters can be
performed. In this thesis, we assume that the delay constraint tD is set such that N = 1 and
optimize the coding parameters causally one frame at a time given the selected parameters
for all macroblocks in the previous frames. This assumption is reasonable since it keeps the
delay time small and close to real-time. A rate constraint of Re bits per frame is imposed to
encourage efficient use of the network.
Another parameter that needs to be chosen is the frame rate F at which the video
will be captured and ultimately displayed at the receiver. In practice given the average
transmission bit rate , F can be set to any reasonable value to achieve a desirable trade-off
in motion rendition and frame distortion, and it is not a parameter for our optimization. For
an average transmission rate constraint Ray bits per second, the frame coding rate constraint
is Re = Ray /F bits per frame.
For robust coding, we focus on the problem of selecting the modes and quantization
step-sizes (lt. and qtj) for each macroblock in frame t to minimize distortion after conceal-
ment. We use the same notation for the original macroblocks X = {XtJ V t, j} and the
decoded macroblocks at the encoder Y = {YtJ V t, j} presented in section 2.1.2. Let Yt,
represent the macroblock in the fth frame at spatial location j at the receiver after decoding
and concealment, and Y = { t V t, j}. In this case, the total distortion between X and Y
at the receiver consists of the following three components:
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DQ frame distortion due to coefficient quantization
DC channel loss distortion after concealment
DmOt motion rendition distortion which is affected by F
Similarly to what was done in section 2.1.3, we set the values of qtj to be chosen such
that the MSE between each macroblock Xt. and decoded macroblock Yt at the encoder is
equal to some constant scaled by a weighting factor.
||Xt - at- K (4.1)
The allowance for an arbitrary set of scaling factors at. keeps this problem formulation
general. For an appropriate choice of scaling factors, we can constrain the decoded video
to have consistent quality for each macroblock across a frame when measured with no loss.
When optimization is performed on a frame by frame basis, Rc bits can be allocated between
minimizing DQ and minimizing Dc for a frame given all previous parameter selections. If
there is either little potential for loss or lost macroblocks in the frame are relatively easy to
conceal because of no motion, most of the bits can be allocated to minimize the quantization
distortion DQ. When the loss rate is high or a particular frame is difficult to conceal, this
constraint will allow the coder to introduce more quantization distortion which will be spread
evenly across the frame while increasing the robustness to loss by coding more macroblocks
in intra mode.
The main problem which has not been fully addressed by traditional robust coding
methods is a way to best allocate Rc bits between intra-mode encoding and coefficient quan-
tization for a frame. We now begin to form an analytical problem and present a solution to
determine if improvements can be made over the ad hoc approaches in traditional methods.
The problem we propose is to choose for frame t the coding modes ltj Vj and the frame dis-
tortion constant Kt given all past decisions to minimize some appropriate distortion function
Dt(-) for the decoded and concealed frame at the receiver. For a video sequence with Z pixels
per macroblock, we define Dt l(Kt, 4 1, lt2, .. , lt I Kf, Ifs f < t, Vs) to be the distortion for
pixel i in macroblock j at frame t given the coding parameter decisions for all frames less
than t. We investigate solutions to minimize a distortion function of the form
Dt(Kt , lti t2, . . . , It Kf, ifs f < t, Vs) =
M Z
D SDtrg(Kt, l1t, 1t2, - - - , leu |Kf, Ifs f < t, Vs) (4.2)
j=1 i=1
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The total distortion for frame t given the past can be expressed as an accumulation of the
distortion for each pixel in every macroblock in the frame. In general, there is a depen-
dency for the distortion of a pixel in a macroblock at frame t on the mode selection for the
macroblocks up to and including those in frame t. This is from potential error propagation
in motion-compensated inter-mode coded macroblocks as well as from the use of arbitrary
causal concealment methods.
To ensure that the rate constraint is met, we must compute the rate given all past
coding decisions to code a frame as a function of the current coding parameters. The total
rate to code frame t can be expressed as the sum of bits used to code each macroblock.
M
Rt(Ki, l, it , . . ItM I K ifs f < t, Vs) = ZRtj (Kt, tj- _1, ltj I K5 , Ifs f < t, Vs)
j=1 (4.3)
In general, the rate Rtj to code a particular macroblock depends on the frame MSE constant
Kt and both ltj and 1 tj_1 the mode selections for the current and neighboring macroblock.
The dependency on lej_1 is due to differential encoding of macroblock coding parameters
which is used in most block-based coders. For example, some coders use differential encoding
for the DC coefficients of the blocks in successive intra-coded macroblocks Xtj_ 1 and Xtj
in a frame. In addition, many standard coders differentially encode the motion vectors for
successive inter-coded macroblocks. Of course, only the rate function for macroblocks coded
with prediction care about the coding parameter decisions of macroblocks in the previous
frame (Kf, if, f <t, Vs). The motion vectors for those macroblocks determine exactly which
macroblocks in the previous frames are used for prediction.
Before we derive the distortion function Dt(.) to minimize, we first choose an error
metric d (Xt, i) to measure the difference between the original and decoded/concealed
frame respectively. We defer for now a description of exactly how this error metric will be
incorporated into the distortion function Dt(-). For the problem of optimal bit allocation
between frame quality and robustness to loss, the metric we decided to use is the total MSE
between the luminance component for the original and concealed frame at the decoder.
d (X,, fY) =|Xt - Yt||2  (4.4)
This will combine both the error from quantization and the error from loss and concealment.
To see the benefits of using this metric, consider the outcome in the case where there is
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no potential for loss. Here, all the bits will be allocated to result in a decoded sequence
with minimum quantization error for that rate which is what would be desired. In the case
where there is the potential for loss, bits will be traded off between intra coding and accurate
coefficient representation. Exactly how they are traded off depends on the loss rate and the
ability for adequate concealment in the frame. If too many macroblocks are coded in intra
at the rate Rc, the distortion from quantization will become too high, whereas if too few
macroblocks are coded in intra mode, the error from poor concealment will dominate the
MSE. By looking at the total MSE one can determine an optimal trade-off point between
both sources of distortion. What will be shown through simulation is that this operating
point is pleasing to the viewer and an improvement over traditional approaches.
The coding decisions must be made at the encoder without any knowledge of what will
be lost at the receiver. In addition, since we do not consider the use of explicit feedback to
the sender for each lost packet, there is no detailed knowledge of what past macroblocks have
been lost. Excessive feedback with loss will increase the network congestion. We model the
channel and make optimal coding parameter decisions at the encoder to minimize distortion
within our model framework. In the next section, we describe the model we use for packet
loss and derive the distortion function Dt(-) that is minimized.
4.2 Channel Model and Distortion Function
Accurately modeling packet loss has proven to be very problematic for researchers. In line
with other attempts to characterize this process, we decided to use probabilistic models to
describe the packet loss that occurs in the network. To facilitate the parameter selection at
the encoder that is performed for each macroblock, we focus here on modeling the resulting
macroblock loss that occurs with packet loss. It is known that in general packet loss is a
bursty process, and it has been shown that certain probabilistic models with correlated loss
can describe the loss observed on a network[41]. Unfortunately, analysis becomes much more
difficult when using these probabilistic models.
In our analysis, we model the macroblock loss probability as an independent Bernoulli
process where each macroblock is lost with probability p. This is still useful for the following
three reasons. First, subjective tests show the quality degradation is greater with indepen-
dent random loss than for bursty loss at equal loss rates [42]. This is because the number
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Figure 4.2: Channel loss model.
of different distorted regions in the sequence is increased with random loss. Thus, simula-
tions with random loss are likely to provide an upper bound in quality degradation. Second,
block interleaving techniques may be applied before packing to randomize the bursty loss.
This practice is also beneficial for concealment since many concealment algorithms rely on
information from neighboring macroblocks for interpolation. Finally, the solution derived
using this simple model may also be useful in cases with correlated loss. At the very least,
it may offer some insight into optimal coding mode selection in these more difficult cases.
Figure 4.2 shows a block diagram of our channel model given the assumption of single inde-
pendent macroblock losses.
Since the channel model is probabilistic, the encoder can select coding parameters
to minimize the expected total MSE between the original frame and the concealed frame.
Thus, we define the distortion function for frame t to be
Dt (Kt, ia, It2, - - - , ly I| K, lfs f < t, Vs) = E [2X] - ||2 . (4.5)
To compute the expectation at the encoder, all of the different macroblock loss combinations
must be considered along with the probability of each event which is a function of the channel
loss rate p and the mode selection for the macroblocks.
From our packing strategy, each arriving macroblock can be decoded at the receiver
regardless of past losses that may have occurred on the network. However when decoding
macroblocks coded in inter mode, not all of the pixels of the prediction region in the previous
frame are available. Even though any arriving residual error can be decoded, the pixel error
for pixels with lost (concealed) prediction pixels are useless. Therefore, these pixels are also
considered lost and must be concealed. On the other hand, the effective loss probability for
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intra-coded pixels is always smaller and is just equal to p for our model.
To compute the distortion function, the decoder concealment method must be known
at the encoder. Concealment can be performed for different loss scenarios, and the MSE
calculated. We use shifted temporal replacement described in section 3.2 for the concealment
of lost macroblocks in our algorithm described in the following sections. In several simulations
that we performed, this temporal interpolation method produced better perceptual quality
when compared with spatial interpolation for the same losses[40]. Spatial interpolation does
not usually perform well over the large 16x16 macroblock size used in most block-based
coders. In addition, the lack of temporal correlation between macroblock locations that are
spatially interpolated in successive frames often results in distracting perceptual artifacts
when viewing the video sequence after loss and concealment. Although the solution we
present is for this particular concealment method, it is applicable to other concealment
methods that use a small local neighborhood for concealment. This would require some
modification in the algorithm to compute the distortion function for each macroblock.
4.3 Nonserial Dynamic Programming
In this section, we briefly explain nonserial dynamic programming which is used to find a
solution to our problem. Any reader who is comfortable with dynamic programming can
skip this section. This algorithm is essentially the same Viterbi algorithm described in
section 2.1.2. The difference is that in general, the dependency in problems may not be
serial, and the order in which variables should be eliminated is not straightforward. In
addition, it may not be easy to identify the possible states to use at each stage to readily
form a trellis. The efficiency gained over a full search algorithm for a nonserialized problem
is a direct function of the order in which variables are eliminated. In fact, if the order in
which variables are eliminated is not chosen properly, the algorithm can even be less efficient
than performing a full search for optimization. We explain nonserial dynamic programming
by the following example. We want to minimize a function of four variables C(w, x, y, z),
and each variable can take on one of two possible values (w, x, y, z E {0, 1}). The total cost
function is composed of the sum of four smaller functions as shown below.
C(w, x, y, z) = e(w, z) + f (y, z) + g(w, y) + h(x, y) (4.6)
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Figure 4.3: Dependency graph for example problem.
We can find the optimal solution by computing all 2' = 16 possibilities of the input variables
and performing 15 comparisons. However, we see that each of the four smaller functions in
the sum do not have full dependency on all four input variables. We show a graph for the
dependency of the input variables in Fig. 4.3. Only variables that jointly influence a single
function in the sum in (4.6) are connected. Note that the graph is not fully connected. This
is a perfect opportunity for the use of dynamic programming to solve the total problem by
solving several smaller problems resulting in overall less computation. The smaller functions
are listed in the tables below.
w z e(w, z)
0 0 5
0 1 7
1 0 12
1 1 17
y z f(y, z)
0 0 29
0 1 17
1 0 9
1 1 14
w y g(w, y)
0 0 19
0 1 14
1 0 6
1 1 8
y x h(x, y)
0 0 24
0 1 18
1 0 6
1 1 15
We group together all functions that depend
function
on the variable w in (4.6) to form the new
ci(w, y, z) = e(w, z) + g(w, y).
The total cost function can be rewritten as
C(w, x, y, z) = c1 (w, y, z) + f(y, z) + h(x, y).
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We can now eliminate w from the optimization problem
problem over the variable w as a function of y and z.
by minimizing the following sub-
c*(y, z) = min c1(w, y, z)
W (4.9)
The solution to this subproblem is stored as shown in the following table.
Four comparisons must be performed to compute this table, and the optimal w* can be read
from the table when the optimal y and z are later determined. Thus w has been eliminated
from the problem and the new problem to minimize is only a function of three variables as
shown below.
C'(x, y, z) = c*(y, z) + f(y, z) + h(x, y) (4.10)
The dependency graph for the remaining problem is equivalent to Fig. 4.3 with the
w node removed. We next group together all of the functions in (4.10) that depend on the
variable z and eliminate that variable by forming a new optimal function of the variable y.
c*(y) = min [c*(y, z) + f(y, z)]2 zY (4.11)
Two comparisons are performed to compute this new optimal function which is shown in the
table below.
0 40 1
1 28 0
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0 0 18 1
0 1 23 1
1 0 19 0
1 1 21 0
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After the variable z has been eliminated, the new total cost C"(x, y) = c*(y) + h(x, y)
only depends on the variables x and y. We can do a full search over all the possibilities
performing three comparisons to find the optimal solution which is shown by an asterisk in
the following table.
x y C"(x, y)
0 0 64
0 1 46
1 0 46
1 1 43*
A total of nine comparisons is needed to minimize (4.6) using dynamic programming to find
the minimum cost C(0, 1, 1, 0) = 43. This is a 40% savings in computation over performing
a full search over the original cost function. As mentioned before, the amount of savings
depends on the order in which variables are eliminated. In addition, this order determines
the size of the largest table (memory) needed at any stage to perform the optimization of
the subproblems. For example, if we were to eliminate the variable y at the first stage, the
optimal y* must be found as a function of three variables (w, x, z) which would result in
a larger table at this stage. In addition, eight comparisons would have to be performed
at this stage alone. The size of the table required at any stage is important because it
determines the maximum amount of memory needed at any one time. Once the next stage
is optimized, only pointers to the optimal value for the variable eliminated at a current stage
must be saved as a function of the remaining variables. The order of elimination plays a
crucial role for larger problems and will determine whether optimization can be performed
on practical systems with limited memory and computational resources. In addition, there
is nothing that restricts variables to be eliminated one at a time. We have just given a
brief introduction into the problem of nonserial dynamic programming which will provide
the reader with enough information to follow the algorithms presented in this thesis. We
refer the reader to [43] for more information on nonserial dynamic programming.
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4.4 Solution
Given the distortion function Dt(.) derived above, we restate the constrained optimization
problem to be solved below.
min Dt(Kt, l i, 1t2, . Iu),
Kt,l1 ,lt2,--- ,AM
subject to R (Kt, It1, lt2, - , ltM) < Re (4.12)
For notational convenience, the dependency on the given coding parameters (Kf, Ifs f <t, VS)
in previous frames is omitted with the understanding that it still exists. We use a Lagrange
multiplier to form an equivalent unconstrained problem to find a solution to (4.12). In this
new formulation, we minimize for an appropriate choice of At > 0 the following Lagrangian
cost function.
C(Kt, It1,i t2,.. ,tM ) -= R (Kt ,1, It2, . ,It ) -\ At - Det( t Ki 111t2,7 - - - , ItM)
(4.13)
In section 2.1.2, we showed the relationship between the solution that minimizes an uncon-
strained Lagrangian cost function to the optimal solution for the corresponding constrained
optimization problem. If the optimal rate R*(At) that results from minimizing (4.13) for
a particular value of At is equal to the rate constraint Rc, then the corresponding optimal
parameter selection is also a solution to the constrained problem in (4.12). Since there
are only a discrete set of coding parameter selection possibilities and resulting rates, not
any arbitrary value for Rc can be achieved exactly. A solution to the above unconstrained
problem is equivalent within a convex hull approximation in the rate-distortion plane to the
solution of the constrained problem in (4.12). We assume a high density of points of possible
rate-distortion pairs for the different coding parameter selections. Thus, the convex hull
approximation will be sufficiently close to the optimal solution. The monotonic relationship
between At and R*(At) means the appropriate choice of At to satisfy a specific rate constraint
can easily be found by an iterative bisection algorithm.
We perform an iterated optimization to solve for the coding parameters to minimize
(4.13). We describe an algorithm in the next subsection to select the optimal modes to
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minimize
C(41i, 4t2, . tu |Kt) (4.14)
which is the Lagrangian cost function given a particular value for Kt. Then, we show how
to select Kt to minimize the total cost function for frame t.
4.4.1 Finding Optimal Modes with Fixed Kt
This algorithm consists of two steps: data generation of the necessary rate-distortion points
to compute the cost function C(li, 4t2,... , tU I Kt) and dynamic programming to find an
optimal solution. We will describe each in turn below.
4.4.1.1 Data Generation
At frame t, the optimal coding parameters for all frames less than t have been computed,
and these frames have been coded and transmitted. In addition, a decoded copy of frame
t - 1 is stored at the encoder for inter-frame coding. Given this decoded frame, motion
estimation is done to find the best prediction region in that frame for each macroblock in
the current frame t. This prediction region is only used at the encoder if the macroblock is
coded in inter mode. Two coding passes are performed over frame t before it is transmitted.
The first coding pass is done for data generation to calculate the rate and distortion points
for all of the possible mode selection combinations. After the optimal coding parameters
have been selected, a second pass is done to actually code and transmit the frame.
Consider each frame to be divided into separate regions consisting of one or more rows
of macroblocks called group of blocks GOB. Data generation is done on a macroblock by
macroblock basis in each GOB to compute the rate and distortion function. The macroblocks
are coded in raster scan order, and the rate value Rj(lty_1, lte I Kt) to code each macroblock
is computed as a function of all four possible coding mode combinations of lt-1 E {0, 1}
and It. E {0, 1} for the previous and current macroblock respectively. Of course, there
are only two possible rates Rtj(lt I Kt) for the first macroblock in a GOB since it does not
use differential parameter encoding. Before we can calculate the rate function, we must first
find the coefficient quantization step-size qtj for the macroblock to meet the MSE criterion
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a*y -Kt when coded in intra mode and the qt, to meet the criterion when coded in inter mode.
In most standard coders, qtj E {1, 2,... , 31}. Since the MSE is monotonic as a function
of qtj, a bisection algorithm can be performed over all discrete quantization step-sizes to find
the qtj that results in MSE closest to the given at - Kt.
The expected distortion function for a macroblock in frame t equals the sum of the
macroblock pixel distortions as shown below.
Z
Dtj(lnl, 42,...- - , Itu | KO = t (D (l1, 42,. .. - , Ieu | Kt) (4.15)
i=1
If we were to do a straightforward calculation to find it, we would first have to enumerate
all of the loss possibilities at the encoder. Then, for each loss scenario we would have to
compute the MSE after simulating the loss and concealment at the encoder and weight
it by the probability of that loss event. However, such a straightforward approach would
lead to an infeasible amount of computation in practice. For example, at frame t with
M macroblocks per frame there are 2 (t-M) loss combinations. For even the low resolution
Quarter-Common-Intermediate-Format (QCIF) frame that has M = 99 macroblocks, this
is an immense number of calculations.
Fortunately, we can calculate the marginal probability distribution over the discrete
number of possible pixel luminance values for each decoded/concealed pixel given the con-
cealment method and all past coding decisions. At the encoder, we denote the original
luminance value for pixel i in macroblock j at frame t as btig and the decoded/concealed
luminance value by the random variable btji. 1 With an 8-bit representation for the pixel
luminance component, we have a probability distribution for bt1 j as displayed for example
in figure 4.4 over the integers {0, 1, ... , 255} for a particular set of coding mode selections
lt V j in t and channel loss probability p. Hopefully, when the mode selection is performed
to minimize the expected total MSE, this distribution will peak around the correct decoded
value b* i as indicated by an asterisk in figure 4.4. At this decoded value, the only error will
be from quantization noise.
For any set of mode selections ltj V j and the resulting set of marginal distributions
p Stjj V i in j, the distortion function for macroblock j is easily calculated by the following
1We use the same notation to indicate the random variable at the encoder and the actual value at the
decoder. At any time, the intended meaning is clear from the context.
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Figure 4.4: Sample marginal probability distribution for pixel luminance.
formula.
Z 255
DtJg(It, I1t2,. ,tM | Kt ) = E ( b - (btegi - btji) (4.16)
i=1 [tg=0
The explicit dependency of the macroblock distortion function Dtj(-) in equation (4.16) is
from the dependency of p (btji) on the mode selections I.. V j in t. For a concealment
method that uses temporal interpolation, each p (bot ) is also a function of the marginal
pixel probability distributions p ( b(t_1)j) in the previous decoded frame. These marginal
distributions for b(t-1)ji V j, i along with the previous decoded frame is all that needs to
be stored from the past and adequately summarizes all of the previous given frame MSE
constants Kf and coding mode selections If, f <t, Vs. We emphasize that this is the marginal
distribution, and even though macroblock loss may be independent in our loss model, the
random variables for pixel luminance in a frame are not independent. This can be seen for
example when more than one pixel in a frame use the same pixel in the previous frame for
either prediction or for concealment. Then the random variables representing the luminance
for these decoded/concealed pixels are correlated. The joint distribution for btji V j, i in t
is what really gives a complete probability description for the pixel luminance values in a
frame. However, we will show that for our loss model and concealment method the marginal
distribution for each decoded/concealed pixel in the previous frame t - 1 is sufficient to
compute the marginal distributions in the current frame.
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We now show how to combine the probability distributions p (b(t_1323) V j, i from the
previous frame to compute p (bt3i) in the current frame as a function of the current mode
selection variables ltj V j. The coding modes and motion vectors to code macroblock Xt.
and its four neighboring macroblocks used in the concealment method determine both the
probability that the macroblock will be lost given the past coding decisions and the regions in
the previous frame which can be used for concealment. The macroblock distortion function
and the residing marginal probability distributions in equation (4.16) only have dependency
on mode selections for these five macroblocks Dtj(ltj-w, ltj- 1, 1t0, lt3 +, 1t±w I Kt). The
motion vectors (vtj-w, vtj_1, vtj, Vtj+1, vtj+w) for these macroblocks give the five possible
concealment vectors when the current macroblock is lost at the decoder. At the encoder, we
denote the selected concealment vector for a lost macroblock by the random vector v,. We
define a translation function g(j, i, v,) which takes the macroblock and pixel location (j, i)
along with the motion vector v, and returns the new shifted macroblock and pixel location
(j', i').
The possible values for the random variable bti include the correct decoded value b*,
that results when the pixel is not affected by loss and all the possible values for the five
random variables b(t1)g(j,i,V 8 ) at the encoder which represent the five possible concealment
pixels used when the pixel is lost. The probability distribution function for btji can be
decomposed into the sum of distributions of these two mutually exclusive events.
p (b) = p = p (beg, Xeg lost (4.17)
We first compute the probability that there is no loss and bti equals b*j which is a function
of the macroblock mode selection ltj and is given by
() (1 - p) if ltj = 0
(1 -p) - p (b(t-1)(j'iVt.) = t-1( j if eg=7 (4.18)
When the macroblock is coded in intra mode, it is equal to the probability that the coded
block arrives. If it is coded in inter mode, it is equal to the probability that both the
residual arrives and the prediction is correct. To compute the probability in this case, the
correct value b*t-1)(jvey) can be determined from the stored previous decoded frame Yt-1
at the encoder, and the probability value p (bt-1)g(,i,vj)) can be read from the probability
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distribution function for the prediction pixel which is also stored at the encoder.
We now discuss how p (bei, Xtpi lost) is calculated when Xtj is coded in intra mode
(lti = 0) and inter mode (lt = 1) separately. When Xtj is coded in intra mode and lost,
there is no vty that can be used for concealment at the encoder. This leaves four possible
concealment vectors. Likewise, when any of the other macroblocks in the neighborhood
are intra coded, the corresponding motion vectors are not available even when the coded
macroblocks are not lost.
The probability distribution p (bt i, Xti lost I It3 = 0) for a pixel given Xty is coded in
intra mode is equal to the sum of the joint distributions p Xtyi lost, V, = v", 6(t-1)g(i'VX)
for the four possible concealment vectors vx E {vtj-w, vtjg1, vtj+ 1, Vtj+w} from neigh-
boring macroblocks. Since macroblock loss is independent each joint distribution is given by
the product of the three marginal probabilities. Therefore, p (btji, Xtji lost | lfy = 0) is a
linear combination of the marginal distributions for the possible concealment pixel luminance
values in the previous frame.
p (btjz, XtJT lost | tj = 0 = p -p(v. = V) -p ( _1iiy,,vx) bt
XE j-w,-1,j+1,j+W} (4.19)
The macroblock loss probability p is given and the marginal probabilities for the pixels in
the previous frame are stored at the encoder. The only item left to be computed is the
probability distribution p(v,) for the possible concealment vectors.
Since the actual concealment vector that is used at the decoder for a lost macroblock
is a function of the arriving motion vectors, we first create a table for macroblock Xt. of
the resulting concealment vector v, as a function of all possible arrival combinations of (vt,
vtji, otj+1, vtj-w, Vtj+w). This is shown in table 4.1 where a zero signifies that the
vector is not available either because the macroblock is coded in intra mode or the residual
is lost, and vo represents the zero vector. When more than two vectors arrive the median
function is performed to select a vector for v, and we indicate the result of median filtering
by vm in the table. Given this table and independent macroblock loss probability p, it is
simple to calculate p(v,) for the five possible values for v, as a function of the 32 mode
selection combinations (ltj-w, bty-1, ltj ItI+1, lItj+w) for the current macroblock and its four
neighbors.
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vtj vtj-I vtj+i vtj-w vtj+w vs
0 0 0 0 0 vo
0 0 0 0 1 vtj+w
0 0 0 1 0 oty-w
0 0 0 1 1 otj-w
0 0 1 0 0 Vtj+1
0 0 1 0 1 otj+1
0 0 1 1 0 Vtj+1
0 0 1 1 1 Vm
0 1 0 0 0 otj_1
0 1 0 0 1 otj_1
0 1 0 1 0 oty_1
0 1 0 1 1 Vm
0 1 1 0 0 Vt_1
0 1 1 0 1 Vm
0 1 1 1 0 Vm
0 1 1 1 1 Vm
1 x x x x otj
Table 4.1: Concealment motion vector selection as function of arriving motion vectors.
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As discussed in section 3.2 when Xtj is coded in inter mode, there are two mutually
exclusive loss cases that can occur: coded-block-lost and prediction-lost-only. As a result,
p (tj, Xtjl lost I Its = I) can be divide into the sum of two terms.
p (bji, Xt j lost | ltj = 1 = p (btji, block-lost) + p (bts, pred.-lost-only)
(4.20)
When the residual block is lost, Vt is not available, and the situation for concealment is
identical to an intra block loss. Therefore, the formula for p , block-lost) is identical to
equation (4.19).
When the residual block arrives but the prediction is lost, the concealment vector
V, is equal to the correct vty, and we do not have to sum over all of the possible values
for v. to compute p , pred.-lost-only). In addition, the scaling factor becomes (1 - p).
However, when the residual block arrives, and the prediction pixel is not lost and is equal to
its correct value 6* this value is not used for concealment. Instead, the residual
error is added to b* to obtain the new value b*,. This case is accounted for in
equation (4.18). Therefore, we only scale the values for b(t-1)g(j,i,vtj) 6 *t1)g(,iotj), and
the resulting formula for this case is given below.
p (btj., pred.-lost-only) (1 - - b p ($(t-1)g(i,i,V) -- t X(t-1)(j,i,Vtj) lost)
(4.21)
After computing p (bai for each pixel in Xt. as a function of the mode selections
(lt-w, ltj-1, le3, ltj+i, Itj+w), we use equation (4.16) to compute a table of macroblock
distortion values Dtj(lt]-w, itj-1, t , ltj+1, ltj+W I Kt) for the 32 possible mode selection com-
binations for XtJ and its neighborhood. For a particular value of At and given the tables for
the rate and distortion function for Xtj, the Lagrange cost function for each macroblock can
be tabulated.
Ctj(ltjw, li tj_1, It Ij+Iltj+w | Kt) -
RtJ(l 1j_1, ltj | Kt) + At - Dtj(ltp-w, ItJ-1, 1tJ7 ltj+1, Itj+w | Kt) (4.22)
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The total Lagrange cost function is given by the sum of the macroblock cost functions.
M
C(lt1 , 1t2, ... , ltM | K) = ZCt (let-w, ltj-1, iti, lt j+1, ltj+w I KI) (4.23)
j=1
If there were no dependencies among the different macroblock cost functions Ct, (.), the
total cost could be minimized by minimizing each macroblock cost function independently.
However, there is explicit overlap from the neighborhood structure which creates a first-
order dependency among the cost functions of neighboring macroblocks. An exhaustive
search can not be performed over the M mode selection variables for a frame to minimize
(4.23). For even with the low, QCIF resolution frame, 2" cost function values would have to
be computed, and 2" - 1 comparisons performed to optimize the variables for a single frame.
This is very impractical. However, since there is not complete dependency among lj V j in
any of the terms in (4.23), dynamic programming may be performed for optimization to
reduce the amount of computation. We describe in the next section a dynamic programming
algorithm to minimize (4.23).
4.4.1.2 Dynamic Programming Algorithm
When dynamic programming can be applied to a problem, computation is reduced by break-
ing a large problem into several successive smaller problems where each smaller problem
can be solved with less computation, and the accumulated computation is still less than
an exhaustive search[43]. By a closer examination of the structure of (4.23), minimizing
C(11 , 1 t2, . , l |M Kt) can be partitioned into smaller problems by eliminating variables one
at a time. The amount of reduction depends on the order in which variables are eliminated.
We begin the optimization using the natural raster-scan order. This ordering with a slight
modification at the bottom of the image frame turns out to be the most efficient ordering
that we could find. We use the QCIF resolution frame in figure 4.5 where H = 9 and
W = 11 to describe our algorithm.
We begin by finding the optimal mode selection *1 as a function of the remaining mode
selection variables. Keeping in mind that the macroblock cost functions actually consist of
two terms Rtj(-) and AtDtj(-), we group all of the terms in (4.23) that are directly influenced
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Figure 4.5: QCIF resolution frame t
by lei and form the following function.
Hiti (I i,12, i ts, int2,ina1, It23 | Kt) Ctl(1n, 7 t2, in12 | Kt )+
Ct 2 (1t1 , 1t2, i1t3, 13s I Kt) + AtDn1 2 (ln, I12, I13, i1t23 | IK) (4.24)
Only the distortion term of C 1 2 (ln1 , 1t11, i I4I, 1 t23 I Kt) is influenced by Iti. Since adding
the rate term here will only increase the number of variables that influence Hit, (.), we will add
the rate term at a later point. The amount of computation for each stage in the algorithm
is exponentially proportional to the number of variables that influence the function at that
stage. To eliminate laI from (4.24), we have to determine the optimal l* as a function of
only five variables (4t2, 11i, I112, 1l1i, lt23). We have to calculate 26 functions and perform 2'
comparisons to construct the following optimized function.
Hl*l f It2, i ta, int2, 1tn3,i1t23 | Kt) = mnin Hit,(Itn, It2, It3, InI2, 4n3, It23 | Kt) (4.25)1i
Provided that a table is created to store the optimal value l* as a function of the 32 possible
values for (1t2, 163, 1t12, t13, It 2 3 ), we can completely eliminate It from the problem by replacing
in (4.23) the three terms directly influenced by lt, with H,* (-) to create a new cost function
2 C 1) (t2, It3,- ,lt9 9 | Kt) that depends on only 99 - 1 variables. This new function can
now be optimized, and the resulting optimal values (l*2,lt3, l2, lt13, lt23) will determine l 
2We use CU) to denote the new total cost function just after the variable le, is eliminated.
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from the stored table.
To minimize C(lt)( 2, It3, .. ,199 | Kt), the problem reduction is continued in the
second stage by eliminating 1t2. We group all of the terms in the new cost function that are
directly influenced by 1t2 and calculate the following optimized function.
H* 2 (l ,1i, 1tI12, in1, iIt4 123, It24 KI) = min [H*, (It2, it3, 1412, 1t13, 112 I| K)+
Ct 3(1t2, 1t3, 114, 1t14 |Kt) + Ct13(It2, 412, 13 414, 1t24 Kt)] (4.26)
We determine the optimal l* which is stored in a table as a function of seven variables. To
compute (4.26), we have to calculate 28 functions and perform 2' comparisons. The whole
problem is getting smaller as we eliminate more variables, but the partitioned problem at
each stage is getting larger. In this stage, it is because we only eliminate a single variable 1t2
in (4.26) but add three more (1t4, 1t14 , and 1t24) from the two additional cost functions that
are influenced by 1t2 but are not influenced by In.
The increase in partitioned problem size stops when we get to the elimination of It,,.
From this point on, the problem size is in steady state since only a single variable is added
when one is eliminated. We write out the formula for the optimized function H*1 (-) below.
Hj*j (412, laa, 414, . ., t2, 1t33 | Kt) =- min [Hl*lo(1t1, i 1t2, la, .t1 ,t3 ii It32 | Kt)+1ti
C 2 2 (n11 21, It22, 133 I KI) + R 1 2 ( 1n, 1t12 I Kt)](4.27)
It is at this stage that we add the rate term for the cost function C1 2 , since it is a function
of It,,. The optimized function in (4.27) when It,, has been eliminated is a function of
the 22 immediately following variables indicated by the shaded region in figure 4.5. As the
optimization continues with the elimination of I112 the shaded region shifts by one macroblock
in raster-scan order. From this point on, the optimization function for let is always a function
of the 22 immediately following variables. Therefore, the largest number of comparisons that
have to be performed at any stage with our algorithm is 222 for this example. This bound on
computation is a function of the image size and is equal to 2 (2.w) for this elimination order.
Elimination could continue in raster-scan order until 1177 is eliminated, and we are left
with the final cost function C(77)(1t7s, 1479, . - - ,1t99 I Kt) = H*(1 17s, 1179, . . . , 1199 l K1 )
which can be minimized efficiently by an exhaustive search. However, we can get even
more reduction in computation if we only continue in this order until 166 is eliminated
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and H*,,( 6 7, 168 ,... ,ty87,188 I Kt) is constructed. We then exploit the smaller depen-
dency for macroblocks along the bottom edge to reduce computation. This is done by
next eliminating from C(6 6)(lt 67 , 1t6s .- - , )t99 I Kt) the variables for the last row of mac-
roblocks in reverse raster-scan order until we eliminate l89 and obtain the optimized function
H*, 8 8(l ss, l87 .. , l68, 1 t67 | K). The dependency of the optimized functions Hj* builds up
from 5 to 22 variables as it did for the macroblocks along the top edged as we go from
eliminating 199 to 189. An exhaustive search is then performed over the sum of the two re-
maining optimized functions Hz*, 6(-) and Hz*,?,(-) to get the 22 remaining optimal variables
(lt*67, 't'6s, - - - , lt*s7, 17.8). These optimal values are then used to successively read off the
optimal choices for the previously eliminated variables ltj from stored tables.
To minimize (4.23), the total number of comparisons that have to be performed with
this algorithm on a QCIF resolution frame is 257, 250, 623. This is feasible and is a substantial
savings in computation over the 299 - 1 comparisons that would have to be done with an
exhaustive search over the original cost function. However, we usually have to perform
several iterations of this algorithm at a frame for a given value of Kt to find the correct value
of At to meet the rate constraint. The optimal At- 1 from previous frames provides a useful
starting point.
4.4.2 Joint Optimization of Modes and Kt
An exhaustive search must be done over Kt to minimize C(Kt, l* , I*2,- , lu) for an optimal
solution. We now show how we choose Kt for a local optimal solution which we believe to
be close to the optimal solution from empirical evidence. Since we have a finite number of
choices for quantization parameters, this problem is inherently discrete and could potentially
be solved by an exhaustive search. However, the range of values of Kt which lead to a distinct
set of macroblock quantization parameters for frame t is large. Since these values for Kt
are unknown, we estimate a uniform step-size over which to search Kt. As a result, a
local optimal solution can only be guaranteed within the chosen step-size value AKt. This
parameter can be chosen to tradeoff accuracy for less computation.
Since there is a rate constraint, there is limit on the best frame quality that can be
achieved when no packet loss occurs. To determine this Kt"' value for a given Rc, we first
choose a sufficiently low value for Kt and find the optimal mode selection with At set to
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zero. In this case, the distortion function is disregarded, and the resulting rate is the lowest
possible rate that frame t can be coded for this value of K. If this rate is greater than Re,
then Kt is raised by AKt. This process is continued, until the lowest possible rate is less
than Rc. For this value of Kt, the value of At to find the minimum MSE (MMSE) mode
selection to meet the rate constraint is determined, and expected distortion is computed.
Typically at Kt"", the minimum total MSE at Rc bits is dominated by distortion from
potential packet loss and concealment. As Kt is increased, less distortion from packet loss
and more distortion from quantization results. Initially, this usually results in a decrease of
the total expected MSE until the optimal point K* is reached. After this point the MSE
begins to be dominated by quantization noise and the MSE begins to increase until Kt""
is reached where all of the quantization step-sizes go to their maximum values.
For any given value of Kt, we can find the optimal mode selection to minimize the
expected MSE using the algorithm in section 4.4.1 for a given rate constraint. We denote
the resulting optimal solution as a function of Kt below.
F(Kt) = E* |X1 -Y2 |KI (4.28)
We argue this function might be unimodal and that a local optimal solution is a global one.
This new function to minimize over Kt can be decomposed into three terms. We can write
one of the terms as an explicit function of Kt. We can compute the other two terms for any
particular example, but we can only offer some intuition which is supported by empirical
evidence about how these terms vary as a function of Kt in general. After describing what
we know about F(Kt), we will show some empirical results that support our argument of
unimodality.
The difference between the original and concealed frame can be separated into the
sum of the difference due to source coding error and the difference from channel coding error
as shown below.
||Xt - Y112 = |I(Xt - Yt) + (Y1 - Yt)f| 2  (4.29)
From this equation we can decompose F(Kt) into the following three terms.
M Z
F(Kt) = ||XK -Y1||2 + E* [|Y 1 - Y1 2 |K] + ( Z(Xtj - Ytj) - E* [(Ytj - tjjb | Kt]
j=1 i=1 (4.30)
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The first term in (4.30) is the quantization error from source coding. The expected value
does not have to be calculated, since it does not depend on any results from the probabilistic
channel model. This term increases linearly with Kt and can be calculated directly as shown
below.
M
iXt - Yl|2 = (ot,- Kt = A - Kt (4.31)
j=1
The second error term in (4.30) is from loss that occurs in the channel. It will be large
when the channel loss rate is high. As a function of K, it will generally be large when K is
small since mostly inter-mode coding must be done in order to meet the rate constraint. It
will decrease as Kt increases since more bits can be allocated to code more macroblocks in
intra mode. The third term is the interaction between the quantization error and expected
channel error. We can not say much about this term other than we expect it to be dominated
at low (high) values of K by the channel (quantization) error term in (4.30).
We plot F(Kt) = E* [I2X] - Yt||2 |K] in Figs. 4.6-4.8 for different frames and loss
rates. These examples shown are from two consecutive frames of the Carphone sequence
coded at 400 kbps (Rc = 13, 333 bits per frame). The values for Kt"'" in each example is
indicated by the dashed line in each plot. The value for AK, is set equal to 1000. These
examples support our hypothesis of unimodality. When the loss probability is p = 0.1, F(Kt)
decreases initially after K is increased from its minimum value as shown in Fig. 4.6. This
is from a decrease in the expected channel loss distortion from an increase in intra coded
macroblocks. It then increases approximately linearly from the quantization error after the
minimum F(Kt) is reached. We indicate a source for potential error by an x in the plot for
frame 2 in Fig. 4.6. This point will cause an incorrect value to be chosen for the optimal K
if not properly accounted for. This false increasing point is from a sudden drop in achieved
coded rate at this value of Kt. Since only discrete values for the rates can be achieved, the
coded rate might not always be very close to Rc for all K values. When the resulting rate is
significantly lower than the rate achieved for the previous K value as it is in this case, the
corresponding distortion will increase resulting in a false minimum detection. This can be
viewed as a noisy measurement of F(Kt). False minimum detection can easily be avoided
by checking the achieved rate as well as verifying an initial increase in F(Kt) by computing
a few more points after the initial detected increase.
As the loss rate p is increased, there is more contribution from likely channel loss in the
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expected distortion function. This means that F(Kt) is dominated more by the second term
in (4.30) which is a decreasing function of Kt. The optimal value for Kt increases to tradeoff
an increase in quantization distortion for a decrease in expected channel loss distortion
resulting in an overall decrease in distortion. This can be seen in the plots in Fig. 4.7 and
Fig. 4.8 where the point where the linear quantization error term in (4.30) begins to dominate
at progressively higher values for Kt. We stated before that it is intuitively better to have
more loss from quantization at the source than to have unintended loss in the channel, and
using the total expected MSE as the distortion to minimize agrees with this intuition. Given
these examples, it appears satisfactory to only determine a local optimum for Kt after finding
K ".
4.5 Simulation Results
To compare our algorithm with traditional methods for coding mode and quantization step-
size selection, we obtain results from experiments using four different coding mode selection
algorithms.
1. The first coder uses the algorithm described in section 2.1.3 to code the macroblock at
the lowest bit rate (LBR) for any chosen frame quality constant Kt. We refer to this
algorithm as the LBR algorithm. Here, the underlying mode selection algorithm codes
a macroblock at a selected frame MSE distortion Kt in both intra and inter mode and
chooses the mode that results in the lowest bit rate. The quantization step-size is found
for each macroblock to achieve Kt. With the assumption of monotonicity of the rate
as a function of Kt, a bisection algorithm is used to find the best Kt for each frame to
achieve the rate constraint Rc bits. Nothing is transmitted for inter-coded macroblocks
with zero motion vector and residual completely quantized to zero. The macroblock
in the same spatial location in the previous frame is repeated at the decoder for these
macroblocks. We denote this process as implicit transmission detection.
2. The second coder is described in section 3.3.2 and uses the LBR algorithm for mode
selection with the addition of forced updates for robustness to loss. We set the update
threshold U = 5, so that a macroblock at any spatial location is forced to be coded in
intra-mode at least once every 5 times it is transmitted. Implicit transmission detection
is used to avoid sending empty macroblocks.
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Figure 4.8: Channel loss rate p = 0.5
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3. The third coder uses conditional replenishment described in section 3.3.1 and codes all
transmitted macroblocks in intra mode only. A threshold T is set to determine which
macroblocks have changed significantly because of motion and need to be transmitted.
A macroblock is transmitted, if the sum of absolute differences between the original and
decoded macroblock at the encoder at the same location in frame t and t - 1 is greater
than the threshold. The value for T is set to optimally tradeoff is between quantization
distortion from sending too many intra-coded macroblocks and error from not detecting
and not sending macroblocks which significantly changed from the previous frame.
Several experiments were run to choose the value for T that results in the minimum
MSE between the original and decoded video when no loss is considered. This value is
typically T = 6 or 7 for the sequences in our experiments. Again, a bisection algorithm
is used to find the best value of Kt to meet the bit rate constraint Re.
4. The final experiment is the algorithm presented in this chapter to minimize the total
expected MSE. This algorithm uses implicit transmission detection to avoid sending
empty macroblocks.
4.5.1 Carphone results
For the first experiment we code 30 QCIF resolution frames of the Carphone sequence
using an H.261 encoder and simulate packet loss in an erasure channel. We run simula-
tions using the four parameter selection algorithms mentioned above for three different loss
rates(p = 0.1, p = 0.3, and p = 0.5). Each macroblock is lost independently. The results of
decoded/concealed frames from our three simulations are shown in Figs. 4.9- 4.13. All sim-
ulations use the same concealment method described in section 3.2. Figs. 4.9 and 4.10 show
the results for all four coding algorithms for p = 0.1 for two successive frames in the sequence
The results in (a) which use the LBR algorithm suffers from more channel loss distortion
than the other three methods as can be seen from the relatively low PSNR = 23.6399.
Error from channel loss can even be seen in (b) for both frames when forced intra updates
are used. However, because inter mode coding is allowed for more efficient coding there is
an improvement in resolution over (c) which uses conditional replenishment. The result in
(d) from the coder to minimize the total MSE provides the best balance of the four coding
algorithms among the distortion from resolution loss, blocking artifacts, and channel loss
effects.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.9: Frame 14 of Carphone sequence coded at 256 kbps with loss rate p = 0.1. (a)
LBR algorithm, PSNR=23.6399. (b) Forced Update (U=5), PSNR=25.7785. (c) Condi-
tional Replenishment (T=6), PSNR=26.6008. (d) MMSE solution, PSNR=27.1898.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.10: Frame 15 of Carphone sequence coded at 256 kbps with loss rate p = 0.1. (a)
LBR algorithm, PSNR=24.1045. (b) Forced Update (U=5), PSNR=25.4758. (c) Condi-
tional Replenishment (T=6), PSNR=27.5989. (d) MMSE solution, PSNR=27.6951.
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The resulting mode selections for the four different coding algorithms are shown in
Fig. 4.11 for 30 frames. For each of the 99 macroblock locations in a frame, one of the
following three possibilities is shown in the plot. A black rectangular dash mark is printed
when the macroblock is coded in intra mode. A gray rectangular dash mark is printed when
a macroblock is not transmitted from conditional replenishment or implicit transmission
detection. The space is left blank when a macroblock is inter coded and transmitted. We
code all macroblocks in the first two frames in intra mode. This is an attempt to get the
problem into steady-state where with very high probability all macroblock locations have
some decoded/concealed block which will be used for concealment in future frames. The
first plot in Fig. 4.11 (a) is for the LBR mode selection algorithm. As expected many
macroblocks are coded in inter mode. The second plot in (b) shows the mode selections
for the forced intra update algorithm. A quasi-periodic structure resulting from the forced
intra mode updates can be seen. However, there are still several inter-coded macroblocks
in between the forced update intervals. The third plot in (c) shows the mode selection for
conditional replenishment. Because the motion in this sequence tends to be at the same
spatial location in a frame, there are some macroblock locations that are always sent (coded
in intra mode) while there are other regions whose macroblocks are rarely coded and sent.
This is sufficient for this example since the duration of the sequence is short, and we attempt
to ensure that all stationary macroblocks arrive in the first two frames. However, for longer
sequences a forced intra-update process will have to be imposed at a low periodic rate to
make sure there are no long term errors in the frame from lost macroblocks. In the mode
selection to minimize the expected MSE shown in (d), you find for the same coding rate a
slightly more spread out distribution of intra-coded macroblocks. For this loss rate it is not
always necessary to code every macroblock at a location in intra. The mode selection for
the other algorithms are done independent of the loss rate. The advantage of the MMSE is
that it takes into account the loss rate and will adapt its parameter selection appropriately.
Fig. 4.12 shows the results for a frame for all four coding algorithms when p = 0.3.
A noticeable increase from channel loss and poor concealment can be seen in the frames in
(a), (b), and (c) for the first three algorithms. However, the result from the MMSE method
in (d) only shows a slight increase in blockiness compared to Fig. 4.10 (d). This is from an
increase in the number of intra coded macroblock to avoid high distortion from channel loss
and error propagation. Fig. 4.13 shows the results for a frame when p = 0.5. The examples
coded with the the LBR And LBR with forced update algorithms really fall apart at this
loss rate. Again you can see more distortion from loss for the conditional replenishment
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Figure 4.11: Mode selection plots for 30 frames of Carphone sequence coded at 256 kbps.
(a) LBR algorithm. (b) Forced Update (U=5). (c) Conditional Replenishment (T=6). (d)
MMSE solution (p = 0.1).
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than the MMSE case. This is true on average for this loss rate. The mode selection which
changes as a function of the loss rate for the MMSE algorithm is shown in Fig. 4.14 for
p = .3 and p = .5. As expected, more macroblocks are coded in intra mode as the loss rate
increases.
Finally, for this example, we show a plot in Fig. 4.15 of the average PSNR of the
sequence for each of the four coding algorithms at different loss rates. The PSNR drops
dramatically for the LBR algorithm which is the least robust. We only plot points for
conditional replenishment and forced intra update algorithms for p > 0 since these algorithms
are designed for situations where loss can occur. However, since the MMSE coder always
considers the loss rate when determining the optimal decision it resorts to the most efficient
algorithm when p = 0. As the loss rate increases the MMSE algorithm results in the highest
average PSNR over all other methods.
4.5.2 Foreman results
For the second experiment, we code 30 QCIF 3 resolution frames of the Foreman sequence
using an H.261 encoder and simulate packet loss in an erasure channel. Figs. 4.16, 4.17,
and 4.18 show the results of applying the four different coding algorithms to channels with
macroblock loss rates p = 0.1, p = 0.3, and p = 0.5 respectively. Notice that the results from
our MMSE algorithm in part (d) of each figure shows more graceful degradation as the loss
rate increases. Severe degradation from channel loss distortion is avoided by coding more
macroblocks in intra mode at higher loss rates resulting in slightly more blurry macroblocks.
Mode selection plots for this experiment are shown in Figs. 4.19 and 4.20. We show the
average frame PSNR over the sequence in Fig. 4.21. Our method to minimize expected
MSE results in the highest PSNR across different loss rates as expected.
4.5.3 Students results
For our third experiment, we code 30 QCIF resolution frames of the Students sequence
using an H.261 encoder and simulate packet loss in an erasure channel. We show the results
to simulations with random macroblock loss for the loss rates p = 0.1, p = 0.3, and p = 0.5
3only 20 frames are coded for the case p = 0.5
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.12: Frame 15 of Carphone sequence coded at 256 kbps with loss rate p = 0.3. (a)
LBR algorithm, PSNR=20.5873. (b) Forced Update (U=5), PSNR=22.8145. (c) Condi-
tional Replenishment (T=6), PSNR=24.0956. (d) MMSE solution, PSNR=25.6380.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.13: Frame 17 of Carphone sequence coded at 256 kbps with loss rate p = 0.5. (a)
LBR algorithm, PSNR=17.0360. (b) Forced Update (U=5), PSNR=19.3745. (c) Condi-
tional Replenishment (T=6), PSNR=22.6527. (d) MMSE solution, PSNR=23.7058.
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Figure 4.14: Mode selection plots for 30 frames of Carphone sequence
(a) MMSE solution (p = 0.3). (b) MMSE solution (p = 0.5).
coded at 256 kbps.
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Figure 4.15: Average PSNR for Carphone sequence as a function of loss probability.
in Figs. 4.22, 4.23, and 4.24 respectively. The mode selection plots are shown in Figs. 4.25
and 4.26. The relative average frame PSNR is shown in Fig. 4.27. Again, the MMSE
algorithm presented in this chapter outperforms the other algorithms across different loss
rates.
4.6 Summary
In this chapter, we presented an efficient and robust algorithm to code sequences in the
presence of macroblock loss. This algorithm takes both the channel loss characteristics
and the decoder concealment method into consideration to select its coding parameters to
minimize the total expected MSE at the decoder. Our algorithm determines how to allocate
bits between intra-mode encoding for macroblocks and frame quality for best performance.
As an illustrative example, perceptual improvements over traditional methods for coding
parameter selection in the simple case of independent macroblock loss was presented.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.16: Frame 18 of Foreman sequence coded at 192 kbps with loss rate p = 0.1. (a)
LBR algorithm, PSNR=23.2831. (b) Forced Update (U=5), PSNR=25.8632. (c) Condi-
tional Replenishment (T=7), PSNR=25.6289. (d) MMSE solution, PSNR=27.5431.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.17: Frame 18 of Foreman sequence coded at 192 kbps with loss rate p = 0.3. (a)
LBR algorithm, PSNR=19.5751. (b) Forced Update (U=5), PSNR=23.4995. (c) Condi-
tional Replenishment (T=7), PSNR=23.9747. (d) MMSE solution, PSNR=26.3366.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.18: Frame 17 of Foreman sequence coded at 192 kbps with loss rate p = 0.5. (a)
LBR algorithm, PSNR=17.4392. (b) Forced Update (U=5), PSNR=20.3574. (c) Condi-
tional Replenishment (T=7), PSNR=22.1871. (d) MMSE solution, PSNR=24.6730.
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Figure 4.19: Mode selection plots for 30 frames of Foreman sequence coded at 256 kbps.
(a) LBR algorithm. (b) Forced Update (U=5) (c) Conditional Replenishment (T=6). (d)
MMSE solution (p = 0.1).
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Figure 4.20: Mode selection plots for 30(20) frames of Foreman sequence coded at 192 kbps.
(a) MMSE solution (p = 0.3). (b) MMSE solution (p = 0.5).
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Figure 4.21: Average PSNR for Foreman sequence as a function of loss probability.
The contribution of this thesis is that it is the first analytical method developed
to address this problem in the right way. By using the total MSE after concealment for
the distortion metric, the distortion from both quantization and channel loss are effectively
combined into one metric to be minimized. The optimal tradeoff between the two is found as
a function of the loss rate. In this thesis, we have presented an algorithm for one particular
concealment method. However, the approach is general and can be extended to work with
other concealment methods. The computation for this MMSE method is immense. While
other heuristic methods will be developed for more practical implementation, the results
obtained from this algorithm can be used to measure how good these other methods are. It
would be sufficient to find a heuristic method that will result in near-optimal performance
which can now be determine.
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Figure 4.22: Frame 25 of Students sequence coded at 128 kbps with loss rate p = 0.1. (a)
LBR algorithm, PSNR=23.7234. (b) Forced Update (U=5), PSNR=27.6477. (c) Condi-
tional Replenishment (T=6), PSNR=27.4210. (d) MMSE solution, PSNR=28.3454.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.23: Frame 25 of Students sequence coded at 128 kbps with loss rate p = 0.3. (a)
LBR algorithm, PSNR=20.8008. (b) Forced Update (U=5), PSNR=24.8111. (c) Condi-
tional Replenishment (T=6), PSNR=24.2679. (d) MMSE solution, PSNR=27.0668.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.24: Frame 25 of Students sequence coded at 128 kbps with loss rate p = 0.5. (a)
LBR algorithm, PSNR=18.8038. (b) Forced Update (U=5), PSNR=21.8308. (c) Condi-
tional Replenishment (T=6), PSNR=22.6768. (d) MMSE solution, PSNR=26.2757.
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Figure 4.25: Mode selection plots for 30
(a) LBR algorithm. (b) Forced Update (
MMSE solution (p = 0.1).
frames of Students sequence coded at 128 kbps.
U=5) (c) Conditional Replenishment (T=6). (d)
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Figure 4.26: Mode selection plots std 30(20) frames of Students sequence coded at 128 kbps.
(a) MMSE solution (p = 0.3). (b) MMSE solution (p = 0.5).
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
5.1 Summary
We presented a methodology for optimally selecting the macroblock coding modes and quan-
tization step-sizes in the presence of independent macroblock loss for a given bit rate con-
straint. We used the Internet as an example of a channel with unreliable data transmission.
Since the current Internet does not offer any quality of service (QOS) guarantees, it is in-
capable of transmitting real-time data without the potential for channel loss. We used a
simple yet relevant model for channel loss to make optimal coding decisions at the encoder.
We argued that macroblock interleaving can be used in cases of bursty loss to randomize the
loss among neighboring macroblocks.
First, we presented an algorithm for optimal parameter selection when no channel
loss is expected. This algorithm results in best frame quality for a given bit constraint
by choosing the most efficient coding modes. We showed in our experiments that this
algorithm is not appropriate for coding over lossy channels. Since many macroblocks are
coded using prediction, the distortion increased dramatically when random macroblock loss
was simulated.
We next discussed traditional robust methods developed for the transmission of real-
time data over packet-switched networks, and presented their potential drawbacks. These
methods can be divided into two broad categories. The first set of approaches attempted
to develop networking protocols capable of providing the necessary isolation for guaranteed
reliable transmission while allowing for the sharing of resources for the desired network
efficiency. The second set of approaches acknowledged that designing such a network is
difficult at best and robust methods should be included in the end systems to handle the
expected packet loss. However, these methods developed were ad hoc.
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We presented an algorithm to choose the mode selection for the macroblocks in a frame
to minimize the total MSE after concealment. We showed that the solution to this analytical
formulation provided an effective way to allocate bits between using finer quantization step-
sizes for the macroblock transform coefficients and increasing the number of intra coded
macroblocks for robustness to loss. We showed the results to our algorithm resulted in
improved performance over traditional ad hoc methods for mode selection. In addition, the
parameter selection algorithm is a function of the loss probability in the network. As a
result, it is adaptive to the variable conditions in the channel.
The contribution of this thesis is that it presents the first real analytical solution for
mode selection in the presence of loss. By considering the concealment method to be used
when selecting macroblock coding modes at the encoder, the inherent redundancy in video is
optimally used to minimize the expected MSE. We presented the results for one particular
temporal concealment method, but the algorithm is general and can be extended to other
common concealment methods. The computational complexity for this algorithm is large.
As a result, it can not be currently used for practical coding applications. However, it can
be used to determine when a sufficient suboptimal algorithm has been found. Any approach
that results in performance close to the optimal solution is good enough.
5.2 Future Research
In this thesis, we addressed the problem of bit allocation between intra mode encoding
for robustness to loss and finer transform coefficient quantization for better frame quality.
This represents one possible tradeoff in bit allocation. Bits can be allocated elsewhere for
improvements in robustness to loss. Other examples include simple replication of transmitted
data or even more sophisticated forward error correction (FEC). A more generalized version
of this problem could be formed to find the best way to allocate bits among several methods
for robust coding. Since the problem solved in this thesis is a subset of this more general
approach, the results from the solution to this new problem will not be worse than the
results presented in this thesis. In addition to a more general formulation, a better metric
for distortion other than MSE might be found to solve an analytical problem for mode
selection.
Another direction for future research would be to solve the problem using a more
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realistic correlated loss model for the channel. Interleaving macroblocks is more likely to
result in a loss of coding efficiency since the correlation among neighboring macroblock
coding parameters can no longer be exploited for more compression. This loss in efficiency
should be studied to determine how worthwhile it is to use interleaving.
Finally, the approach presented in this thesis took the channel loss as a given and
developed a mode selection algorithm that is robust to the expected loss. The principles
learned by developing such methods might be used to help guide the development of future
network protocols. Since robust methods are better capable of handling loss the network
protocol requirements are reduced. As robust coding methods are developed and studied,
the appropriate network protocols can be designed to result in improved video quality at the
receiver for video transmitted over networks.
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